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Models

In Section 1.3 we defined what it means for a formula to besatisfiedat a state in
a model — but as yet we know virtually nothing about this fundamental semantic
notion. What exactly can we say about models when we use modallanguages
to describe them? Which properties of models can modal languages express, and
which lie beyond their reach?

In this chapter we examine such questions in detail. We introduce disjoint
unions, generated submodels, bounded morphisms, andultrafilter extensions, the
‘big four’ operations on models that leave modal satisfaction unaffected. We dis-
cuss two ways to obtain finite models and show that modal languages have thefinite
model property. Moreover, we define thestandard translationof modal logic into
first-order logic, thus opening the door tocorrespondence theory, the systematic
study of the relationship between modal and classical logic. All this material plays
a fundamental role in later work; indeed, the basic track sections in this chapter are
among the most important in the book.

But the central concept of the chapter is that of abisimulation between two
models. Bisimulations reflect, in a particularly simple anddirect way, the locality
of the modal satisfaction definition. We introduce them early on, and they gradually
come to dominate our discussion. By the end of the chapter we will have a good
understanding of modal expressivity over models, and the most interesting results
all hinge on bisimulations.

Chapter guide

Section 2.1: Invariance Results (Basic track).We introduce three classic ways of
constructing new models from old ones that do not affect modal satisfac-
tion: disjoint unions, generated submodels, and bounded morphisms. We
also meet isomorphisms and embeddings.

Section 2.2: Bisimulations (Basic track).We introduce bisimulations and show
that modal satisfaction is invariant under bisimulation. We will see that
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the model constructions introduced in the first section are all special cases
of bisimulation, learn that modal equivalence does not always imply bisim-
ilarity, and examine an important special case in which it does.

Section 2.3: Finite Models (Basic track).Here we show that modal languages en-
joy the finite model property. We do so in two distinct ways: bythe se-
lection method (finitely approximating a bisimulation), and by filtration
(collapsing a model into a finite number of equivalence classes).

Section 2.4: The Standard Translation (Basic track).We start our study of cor-
respondence theory. By defining the standard translation, we link modal
languages to first-order (and other classical) languages and raise the two
central questions that dominate later sections: What part of first-order logic
does modal logic correspond to? And which properties of models are de-
finable by modal means?

Section 2.5: Modal Saturation via Ultrafilter Extensions (Basic track). The first
step towards obtaining some answers is to introduce ultrafilter extensions,
the last of the big four modal model constructions. We then show that al-
though modal equivalence does not imply bisimilarity, it does imply bisim-
ilarity somewhere else, namely in the ultrafilter extensions of the models
concerned.

Section 2.6: Characterization and Definability (Advanced track). We prove the
two main results of this chapter. First, we prove van Benthem’s theorem
stating that modal languages are the bisimulation invariant fragments of
first-order languages. Second, we show that modally definable classes of
(pointed) models are those that are closed under bisimulations and ultra-
products and whose complements are closed under ultrapowers.

Section 2.7: Simulations and Safety (Advanced track).We prove two results that
give the reader a glimpse of recent work in modal model theory. The first
describes the properties that are preserved under simulations (a one-way
version of bisimulation), the second characterizes the first-order definable
operations on binary relations which respect bisimilarity.

2.1 Invariance Results

Mathematicians rarely study structures in isolation. Theyare usually interested in
the relationsbetweendifferent structures, and inoperationsthat build new struc-
tures from old. Questions that naturally arise in such a context concern the struc-
tural properties that are invariant under or preserved by such relations and opera-
tions. We’ll not give precise definitions of these notions, but roughly speaking, a
property ispreservedby a certain relation or operation if, whenever two structures
are linked by the relation or operation, then the second structure has the property
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if the first one has it. We speak ofinvarianceif the property is preserved in both
directions.

When it comes to this research topic, logic is no exception tothe rule — indeed,
logicians add a descriptive twist to it. For instance, modallogicians want to know
when two structures, or perhaps two points in distinct structures, are indistinguish-
able by modal languages in the sense of satisfying the same modal formulas.

Definition 2.1 LetM andM0 be models of the same modal similarity type� , and
let w andw0 be states inM andM0 respectively. The� -theory(or � -type) of w is
the set of all� -formulas satisfied atw: that is,f� jM; w  �g. We say thatw andw0 are(modally) equivalent(notation:w! w0) if they have the same� -theories.

The � -theoryof the modelM is the set of all� -formulas satisfied by all states
in M: that is,f� j M  �g. ModelsM andM0 are called(modally) equivalent
(notation:M!M0) if their theories are identical. a
We now introduce three important ways of constructing new models from old ones
which leave the theories associated with states unchanged:disjoint unions, gen-
erated submodels, andbounded morphisms. These constructions (together with
ultrafilter extensions, which we introduce in Section 2.5) play an important role
throughout the book. For example, in the following chapter we will see that they
lift to the level of frames (where they preserve validity), we will use them repeat-
edly in our work on completeness and complexity, and in Chapter 5 we will see
that they have important algebraic analogs.

Disjoint Unions

Suppose we have the following two models:'& $%tw
	�� '& $%tv3tv2tv1tv0 ---M N
Don’t worry that we haven’t specified the valuations — they’re irrelevant here. All
that matters is thatM andN have disjoint domains, for we are now going to lump
them together to form the modelM ℄N:tw
	�� tv3tv2tv1tv0 ---M ℄N'& $%
The modelM ℄ N is called thedisjoint unionof M andN. It gathers together
all the information in the two smaller models unchanged: we have not altered the
way the points are related, nor the way atomic information isdistributed. Suppose
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we’re working in the basic modal language, and suppose that aformula� is true at
(say)v1 in N: is � still true atv1 in M ℄N? More generally, is modal satisfaction
preservedfrom points in the original models to the points in the disjoint union?
And what about the reverse direction: if a modal formula is true at some state inM ℄N, is it also true at that same state in the smaller model it camefrom?

The answer to these questions is clearlyyes: modal satisfaction must beinvariant
(that is, preserved in both directions) under the formationof disjoint unions. Modal
satisfaction is intrinsically local: only the points accessible from the current state
are relevant to truth or falsity. If we evaluate a formula� at (say)w, it is completely
irrelevant whether we perform the evaluation inM or M ℄ N; � simply cannot
detect the presence or absence of states in other islands.

Definition 2.2 (Disjoint Unions) We first define disjoint unions for the basic
modal language. We say that two models aredisjoint if their domains contain
no common elements. For disjoint modelsMi = (Wi, Ri, Vi) (i 2 I), their
disjoint union is the structure

UiMi = (W;R; V ), whereW is the union of
the setsWi, R is the union of the relationsRi, and for each proposition letterp, V (p) = Si2I Vi(p).

Now for the general case. For disjoint� -structuresMi = (Wi; RMi; Vi)M2�
(i 2 I) of the same modal similarity type� , their disjoint unionis the structureUiMi = (W;RM; V )M2� such thatW is the union of the setsWi; for eachM 2 � ,RM is the union

Si2I RMi; andV is defined as in the basic modal case.
If we want to put together a collection of models that arenot disjoint, we first

have to make them disjoint (say by indexing the domains of these models). To use
the terminology introduced shortly, we simply take mutually disjoint isomorphic
copies of the models we wish to combine, and combine the copies instead. a
Proposition 2.3 Let � be a modal similarity type and, for alli 2 I, letMi be a� -model. Then, for each modal formula�, for eachi 2 I, and each elementw
of Mi, we haveMi; w  � iff

Ui2IMi; w  �. In words: modal satisfaction is
invariant under disjoint unions.

Proof. We will prove the result for the basic similarity type. The proof is by in-
duction on� (we explained this concept in Exercise 1.3.1). Leti be some index;
we will prove, for each basic modal formula�, and each elementw of Mi, thatMi; w  � iff M; w  �, whereM is the disjoint union

Ui2IMi.
First suppose that� contains no connectives. Now, if� is a proposition letterp, then we haveMi; w  � iff w 2 Vi(p) iff (by definition of V ) w 2 V (p)

iff M; w  �. On the other hand,� could be? (for the purposes of inductive
proofs it is convenient to regard? as a propositional letter rather than as a logical
connective). But trivially? is false atw in both models, so we have the desired
equivalence here too.
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Our inductive hypothesis is that the desired equivalence holds for all formulas
containing at mostn connectives (wheren � 0). We must now show that the
equivalence holds for all formulas� containingn+ 1 connectives. Now, if� is of
the form: or  _ � this is easily done — we will leave this to the reader — so
as we are working with the basic similarity type, it only remains to establish the
equivalence for formulas of the form3 . So assume thatMi; w  3 . Then
there is a statev in Mi with Riwv andMi; v   . By the inductive hypothesis,M; v   . But by definition ofM, we haveRwv, soM; w  3 .

For the other direction, assume thatM; w  3 holds for somew in Mi. Then
there is av withRwv andM; v  v. It follows by the definition ofR thatRjwv for
somej, and by the disjointness of the universes we must have thatj = i. But then
we find thatv belongs toMi as well, so we may apply the inductive hypothesis;
this yieldsMi; v   , so we find thatMi; w  3 . a
We will use Proposition 2.3 all through the book — here is a simple application
which hints at the ideas we will explore in Chapter 7.

Example 2.4 Defined modalities are a convenient shorthand for concepts we find
useful. We have already seen some examples. In this book2, the ‘true at all ac-
cessible states modality’, is shorthand for:3:�, and we have inductively defined
a ‘true somewheren-steps from here’ modality3n for each natural numbern (see
Example 1.22). But while it is usually easy to show that some modality is definable
(we need simply write down its definition), how do we show thatsome proposed
operator isnot definable? Via invariance results! As an example, consider the
global modality. The global diamond E has as its (intended) accessibility relation
the relationW �W implicitly present in any model. That is:M; w  E� iff M; v  � for somestatev in M:
Its dual, A, the global box, thus has the following interpretation:M; w  A� iff M; v  � for all statesv in M:
Thus the global modality brings a genuinely global dimension to modal logic. But
is it definable in the basic modal language? Intuitively,no: as3 and2 work
locally, it seems unlikely that they can define a truly globalmodality over arbitrary
structures. Fine — but how do weprovethis?

With the help of the previous proposition. Suppose we could define A. Then
we could write down an expression�(p) containing only symbols from the basic
modal language such that for every modelM, M; w  �(p) iff M  p. We
now derive a contradiction from this supposition. Considera modelM1 wherep holds everywhere, and a modelM2 wherep holds nowhere. Letw be some
point inM1. It follows thatM1; w  �(p), so as (by assumption)�(p) contains
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only symbols from the basic modal language, by Proposition 2.3 we have thatM1 ℄M2; w  �(p). But this implies thatM1 ℄M2; v  p for everyv in M2,
which, again by Proposition 2.3, in turn implies thatM2  p: contradiction. We
conclude that the global box (and hence the global diamond) isnot definable in the
basic modal language.

So, if we want the global modality, then we either have to introduce it as a
primitive (we will do this in Section 7.1), or we have to work with restricted classes
of models on which itis definable (in Exercise 1.3.3 we worked with a class of
models in which we could define A in the basic temporal language). a
Generated submodels

Disjoint unions are a useful way of making bigger models fromsmaller ones — but
we also want methods for doing the reverse. That is, we would like to know when it
is safe to throw points away from a satisfying model without affecting satisfiability.
Disjoint unions tell us a little about this (if a model is a disjoint union of smaller
models, we are free to work with the component models), but this is not useful in
practice. We need something sharper, namelygenerated submodels.

Suppose we are using the basic modal language to talk about a modelM based
on the frame(Z; <), the integers with their usual order. It does not matter whatthe
valuation is — all that’s important is thatM looks something like this:�� ��. . . t�3 t�2 t�1 t0 t1 t2 t3 . . .- - - - - - - -
First suppose that we form asubmodelM� ofM by throwing away all the positive
numbers, and restricting the original valuation (whateverit was) to the remaining
numbers. SoM� looks something like this:�� ��. . . t�3 t�2 t�1 t0- - - -
The basic modal language certainlycan see thatM andM� are different. For
example, it sees that 0 has successors inM (note thatM; 0  3>) but is a dead
end inM� (note thatM�; 0 6 3>). So there’s no invariance result forarbitrary
submodels. But now consider the submodelM+ of M that is formed by omitting
the negative numbers, and restricting the original valuation to the numbers that
remain: �� ��t0 t1 t2 t3 . . .- - - -
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Suppose a basic modal formula� is satisfied at some pointn in M. Is � also
satisfied at the same pointn in M+? The answer must beyes. The only points that
are relevant to�’s satisfiability are the points greater thann — and all such points
belong toM+. Similarly, it is clear that ifM+ satisfies a basic modal formula� atm, thenM must too.

In short, it seems plausible that modal invariance holds forsubmodels which
are closed under the accessibility relation of the originalmodel. Such models are
calledgenerated submodels, and they do indeed give rise to the invariance result
we are looking for.

Definition 2.5 (Generated Submodels)We first define generated submodels for
the basic modal language. LetM = (W;R; V ) andM0 = (W 0; R0; V 0) be two
models; we say thatM0 is asubmodelof M if W 0 � W , R0 is the restriction ofR
toW 0 (that is:R0 = R\ (W 0�W 0)), andV 0 is the restriction ofV toM0 (that is:
for eachp, V 0(p) = V (p) \W 0). We say thatM0 is agenerated submodelof M
(notation:M0 �M) if M0 is a submodel ofM and for all pointsw the following
closure condition holds:

if w is inM0 andRwv, thenv is inM0.
For the general case, we say that a modelM0 = (W 0; R0M; V 0)M2� is agenerated
submodelof the modelM = (W;RM; V )M2� (notation:M0 � M) wheneverM0
is a submodel ofM (with respect toRM for all M 2 � ), and the following closure
condition is fulfilled for allM 2 �

if u 2W 0 andRMuu1 : : : un, thenu1; : : : ; un 2W 0.
LetM be a model, andX a subset of the domain ofM; thesubmodel generated
byX is the smallest generated submodel ofM whose domain containsX (such a
model always exists: why?). Finally, arootedor point generatedmodel is a model
that is generated by a singleton set, the element of which is called theroot of the
frame. a
Proposition 2.6 Let � be a modal similarity type and letM andM0 be� -models
such thatM0 is a generated submodel ofM. Then, for each modal formula� and
each elementw of M0 we have thatM; w  � iff M0; w  �. In words: modal
satisfaction is invariant under generated submodels.

Proof. By induction on�. The reader unused to such proofs should write out the
proof in full. In Proposition 2.19 we provide an alternativeproof based on the
observation that generated submodels induce a bisimulation. a
Four remarks. First, note that the invariance result for disjoint unions (Proposi-
tion 2.3) is a special case of the result for generated submodels: any component of
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a disjoint union is a generated submodel of the disjoint union. Second, using an
argument analogous to that used in Example 2.4 to show that the global box can’t
be defined in the basic modal language, we can use Proposition2.6 to show that we
cannot define a backward looking modality in terms of3; see Exercise 2.1.2. Thus
if we want such a modality we have to add it as a primitive — which is exactly what
we did, of course, when defining the basic temporal language.Third, although we
have not explicitly discussed generated submodels for the basic temporal language,
PDL, or arrow logic, the required concepts are all special casesof Definition 2.5,
and thus the respective invariance results are special cases of Proposition 2.6. But
it is worth making a brief comment about the basic temporal language. When we
think explicitly in terms of bidirectional frames (see Example 1.25) it is obvious
that we are interested in submodels closed under bothRF andRP . But when work-
ing with the basic temporal language we usually leaveRP implicit: we work with
ordinary models(W;R; V ), and useR�, the converse ofR, asRP . Thus atem-
poral generated submodel of(W;R; V ) is a submodel(W 0; R0; V 0) that is closed
under bothR andR�. Finally, generated submodels are heavily used throughout
the book: given a modelM that satisfies a formula� at a statew, very often the
first thing we will do is form the submodel ofM generated byw, thus trimming
what may be a very unwieldy satisfying model down to a more manageable one.

Morphisms for modalities

In mathematics the idea ofmorphismsor structure preserving mapsis of funda-
mental importance. What notions of morphism are appropriate for modal logic?
That is, what kinds of morphism give rise to invariance results? We will approach
the answer bit by bit, introducing a number of important concepts on the way. We
will start by considering the general notion ofhomomorphism(this is too weak to
yield invariance, but it is the starting point for better attempts), then we will define
strong homomorphisms, embeddings, and isomorphisms(these do give us invari-
ance, but are not particularly modal), and finally we will zero in on the answer:
bounded morphisms.

Definition 2.7 (Homomorphisms)Let � be a modal similarity type and letM andM0 be� -models. By ahomomorphismf fromM toM0 (notation:f : M !M0)
we mean a functionf fromW toW 0 with the following properties.

(i) For each proposition letterp and each elementw from M, if w 2 V (p),
thenf(w) 2 V 0(p).

(ii) For eachn > 0 and eachn-aryM 2 � , and(n + 1)-tuplew from M, if(w0, . . . ,wn) 2 RM then (f(w0), . . . , f(wn)) 2 R0M (the homomorphic
condition).
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We callM thesourceandM0 the targetof the homomorphism. a
Note that for the basic modal language, item (ii) is just this:

if Rwu thenR0f(w)f(u).
Thus item (ii) simply says that homomorphisms preserve relational links.

Are modal formulas invariant under homomorphisms? No: although homomor-
phisms reflect the structure of the source in the structure ofthe target, they do
not reflect the structure of the target back in the source. It is easy to turn this
observation into a counterexample, and we will leave this task to the reader as
Exercise 2.1.3.

So let us try and strengthen the definition. There is an obvious way of doing
so: turn the conditionals into equivalences. This leads to anumber of important
concepts.

Definition 2.8 (Strong Homomorphisms, Embeddings and Isomorphisms) Let� be a modal similarity type and letM andM0 be � -models. By astrong homo-
morphismof M intoM0 we mean a homomorphismf : M !M0 which satisfies
the following stronger version of the above items (i) and (ii):

(i) For each proposition letterp and elementw fromM, w 2 V (p) iff f(w) 2V 0(p).
(ii) For eachn � 0 and eachn-aryM in � and(n + 1)-tuplew fromM, (w0,

. . . , wn) 2 RM iff (f(w0), . . . , f(wn)) 2 R0M (the strong homomorphic
condition).

An embeddingof M into M0 is a strong homomorphismf : M ! M0 which is
injective. An isomorphismis a bijective strong homomorphism. We say thatM
is isomorphictoM0, in symbolsM �= M0, if there is an isomorphism fromM toM0. a
Note that for the basic modal language, item (ii) is just:Rwu iff R0f(w)f(u).
That is, item (ii) says that relational links are preserved from the source model to
the targetand back again. So it is not particularly surprising that we have a number
of invariance results.

Proposition 2.9 Let � be a modal similarity type and letM andM0 be� -models.
Then the following holds:

(i) For all elementsw and w0 of M andM0, respectively, if there exists a
surjective strong homomorphismf : M ! M0 with f(w) = w0, thenw
andw0 are modally equivalent.
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(ii) If M �=M0, thenM!M0.
Proof. The first item follows by induction on�; the second one is an immediate
consequence. a
None of the above results is particularly modal. For a start,as in all branches of
mathematics, ‘isomorphic’ basically means ‘mathematically identical’. Thus, we
do not want to be able to distinguish isomorphic structures in modal (or indeed,
any other) logic. Quite the contrary: we want to be free to work with structures
‘up to isomorphism’ — as we did, for example, in our discussion of disjoint union,
when we talked of taking isomorphic copies. Item (ii) tells us that we can do this,
but it isn’t a surprising result.

But why is item (i), the invariance result for strong homomorphisms, not ‘gen-
uinely modal’? Quite simply, because there are many morphisms which do give
rise to invariance, but which fail to qualify as strong homomorphisms. To ensure
modal invariance we need to ensure that some target structure is reflected back in
the source, but strong morphisms do this in a much too heavy-handed way. The
crucial concept is more subtle.

Definition 2.10 (Bounded Morphisms — the Basic Case)We first define bound-
ed morphisms for the basic modal language. LetM andM0 be models for the
basic modal language. A mappingf :M = (W;R; V )!M0 = (W 0; R0; V 0) is a
bounded morphismif it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) w andf(w) satisfy the same proposition letters.
(ii) f is a homomorphism with respect to the relationR (that is, ifRwv thenR0f(w)f(v)).

(iii) If R0f(w)v0 then there existsv such thatRwv andf(v) = v0 (the back
condition).

If there is asurjectivebounded morphism fromM toM0, then we say thatM0 is a
bounded morphic imageof M, and writeM�M0. a
The idea embodied in the back condition is utterly fundamental to modal logic —
in fact, it is the idea that underlies the notion of bisimulation — so we need to get
a good grasp of what it involves right away. Here’s a useful example.

Example 2.11 Consider the modelsM = (W , R, V ) andM0 = (W 0, R0, V 0),
where� W = N (the natural numbers),Rmn iff n = m + 1, andV (p) = fn 2 N jn is eveng� W 0 = fe; og, R0 = f(e; o); (o; e)g, andV 0(p) = feg.
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Fig. 2.1. A bounded morphism

Now, letf :W !W 0 be the following map:f(n) = � e if n is eveno if n is odd

Figure 2.1 sums this all up in a simple picture.
Now,f isnota strong homomorphism (why not?), but itisa (surjective) bounded

morphism fromM toM0. Let’s see why. Triviallyf satisfies item (i) of the defi-
nition. As for the homomorphic condition consider an arbitrary pair(n; n+ 1) inR. There are two possibilities:n is either even or odd. Supposen is even. Thenn+ 1 is odd, sof(n) = e andf(n+ 1) = o. But then we haveR0f(n)f(n+ 1),
as required. The argument forn odd is analogous.

And now for the interesting part: the back condition. Take anarbitrary elementn of W and assume thatR0f(n)w0. We have to find anm 2 W such thatRnm
andf(m) = w0. Let’s assume thatn is odd (the case for evenn is similar). Asn is odd,f(n) = o, so by definition ofR0, we must have thatw0 = e. But thenf(n+ 1) = w0 sincen+ 1 is even, and by the definition ofR we have thatn+ 1
is a successor ofn. Hence,n+ 1 is them that we were looking for. a
Definition 2.12 (Bounded Morphisms — the General Case)The definition of
a bounded morphism for general modal languages is obtained from the above by
adapting the homomorphic and back conditions of Definition 2.10 as follows:

(ii) 0 For allM 2 � , RMwv1 : : : vn impliesR0Mf(w)f(v1) : : : f(vn).
(iii) 0 If R0Mf(w)v01 : : : v0n then there existv1 : : : vn such thatRMwv1 : : : vn andf(vi) = v0i (for 1 � i � n). a

Example 2.13 Suppose we are working in the modal similarity type of arrow
logic; see Example 1.16 and 1.27. Recall that the language has a modal constant1’, a unary operator
 and a single dyadic operatorÆ. Semantically, to these oper-
ators correspond a unary relationI, a binaryR and a ternaryC. We will define a
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bounded morphism from a square model to a model based on the addition of the
integer numbers. We will use the following notation: ifx is an element ofZ� Z,
thenx0 denotes its first component, andx1 its second component.

Consider the two modelsM = (W;C;R; I; V ) andM0 = (W 0; C 0; R0; I 0; V 0)
where� W = Z � Z, Cxyz iff x0 = y0, y1 = z0 and z1 = x1, Rxy if x0 = y1

andx1 = y0, Ix iff x0 = x1, and finally, the valuationV is given byV (p) =f(x0; x1) j x1 � x0 is eveng,� W 0 = Z,C 0stu iff s = t+ u, R0st iff s = �t, I 0s iff s = 0, and the valuationV 0 is given byV 0(p) = fs 2 Z j s is eveng.
This example is best understood by looking at Figure 2.2. Theleft picture shows a
fragment of the modelM; the points ofZ� Z are represented as disks or circles,
depending on whetherp is true or not. The diagonal is indicated by the dashed
diagonal line. The picture on the right-hand side shows the image underf of the
points inZ� Z.
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Fig. 2.2. Another bounded morphism.

We claim that the functionf : Z� Z! Z given byf(z) = z1 � z0
is a bounded morphism for this similarity type. The clause for the propositional
variables is trivial. For the unary relationI we only have to check that for anyz inZ� Z, z0 = z1 iff z1 � z0 = 0. This is obviously true. We leave the case of the
binary relationR to the reader.

So let’s turn to the clauses for the ternary relationC. To check item (ii)0 (the
homomorphic condition), assume thatCxyz holds forx, y andz in W . That is,
we have thatx0 = y0, y1 = z0 andz1 = x1. But then we find thatf(x) = x1 � x0 = z1 � y0 = z1 � z0 + y1 � y0 = f(z) + f(y);
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so by definition ofC 0 we do indeed find thatC 0f(x)f(y)f(z).
For item (iii)0 (the back condition) assume that we haveC 0f(x)tu for somex 2 Z� Z andt; u 2 Z. In other words, we have thatx1 � x0 = t+ u. Consider

the pairsy := (x0; x0 + t) andz := (x0 + t; x1). It is obvious thatCxyz; we also
find thatf(y) = t andf(z) = x1 � (x0 + t) = (x1 � x0)� t = u. Hencey andz
are the elements ofW that we need to satisfy item (iii)0. a
Definition 2.12 covers the basic temporal language,PDL, and arrow logic, as spe-
cial cases — but once more it is worth issuing a warning concerning the basic
temporal language. AlthoughRP is usually presented implicitly (as the converse
of the relationR in some model(W;R; V )) we certainly cannot ignore it. Thus
a temporalbounded morphism from(W1; R1; V1) to (W2; R2; V2) is a bounded
morphism from(W1; R1; R�1; V1) to (W2; R2; R�2; V2).
Proposition 2.14 Let� be a modal similarity type and letM andM0 be� -models
such thatf : M ! M0. Then, for each modal formula�, and each elementw ofM we haveM; w  � iff M0; f(w)  �. In words: modal satisfaction is invariant
under bounded morphisms.

Proof. LetM, M0 andf be as in the statement of the proposition. We will prove
that for each formula� and statew, M; w  � iff M0; f(w)  �. The proof is
by induction on�. We will assume that� is the basic similarity type, leaving the
general case to the reader.

The base step and the boolean cases are routine, so let’s turnto the case where� is of the form3 . Assume first thatM; w  3 . This means there is a statev with Rwv andM; v   . By the inductive hypothesis,M0; f(v)   . By the
homomorphic condition,R0f(w)f(v), soM0; f(w)  3 .

For the other direction, assume thatM0; f(w)  3 . Thus there is a successor
of f(w) in M0, sayv0, such thatM0; v0   . Now we use the back condition
(of Definition 2.10). This yields a pointv in M such thatRwv andf(v) = v0.
Applying the inductive hypothesis, we obtainM; v   , soM; w  3 . a
Here is a simple application: we will now show that any satisfiable formula can be
satisfied in atree-likemodel. To put it another way: modal logic has thetree model
property.

Let � be a modal similarity type containing only diamonds (thus ifM is a� -model, it has the form(W;R1; R2; : : : ; V ), where eachRi is a binary rela-
tion onW ). In this context we will call a� -modelM tree-like if the structure(W;SiRi; V ) is a tree in the sense of Example 1.5.

Proposition 2.15 Assume that� is a modal similarity type containing only dia-
monds. Then, for any rooted� -modelM there exists a tree-like� -modelM0 such
thatM0 �M. Hence any satisfiable� -formula is satisfiable in a tree-like model.
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Proof. Let w be the root ofM. Define the modelM0 as follows. Its domainW 0
consists of all finite sequences(w, u1, . . . ,un) such thatn � 0 and for some modal
operatorsha1i, . . . , hani 2 � there is a pathwRa1u1 � � �Ranun in M. Define(w; u1; : : : ; un)R0a(w; v1; : : : ; vm) to hold ifm = n+ 1, ui = vi for i = 1; : : : ; n,
andRaunvm holds inM. That is,R0a relates two sequences iff the second is an
extension of the first with a state fromM that is a successor of the last element
of the first sequence. Finally,V 0 is defined by putting(w; u1; : : : ; un) 2 V 0(p)
iff un 2 V (p). As the reader is asked to check in Exercise 2.1.4, the mappingf : (w; u1 : : : ; un) 7! un defines a surjective bounded morphism fromM0 toM,
thusM0 andM are equivalent.

But then it follows that any satisfiable� -formula is satisfiable in a tree-like
model. For suppose� is satisfiable in some� -model at a pointw. Let M be
the submodel generated byw. By Proposition 2.3,M; w  �, and asM is rooted
we can form an equivalent tree-like modelM0 as just described. a
The method used to constructM0 from M is well known in both modal logic
and computer science: it is calledunravelling (or unwinding, or unfolding). In
essence, we builtM0 by treating the paths throughM as first class citizens: this
untangles the (possibly very complex) way information is stored inM, and makes
it possible to present it as a tree. We will make use of unravelling several times in
later work; in the meantime, Exercise 2.1.7 asks the reader to extend the notion of
‘tree-likeness’ to arbitrary modal similarity types, and generalize Proposition 2.15.

Exercises for Section 2.1
2.1.1 Suppose we wanted an operator D with the following satisfaction definition: for any
modelM and any formula�, M; w  D� iff there is au 6= w such thatM; u  �. This
operator is called thedifference operatorand we will discuss it further in Section 7.1. Is
the difference operator definable in the basic modal language?

2.1.2 Use generated submodels to show that the backward looking modality (that is, theP
of the basic temporal language) cannot be defined in terms of the forward looking operator3.

2.1.3 Give the simplest possible example which shows that the truth of modal formulas is
not invariant under homomorphisms, even if condition 1 is strengthened to an equivalence.
Is modal truth preserved under homomorphisms?

2.1.4 Show that the mappingf defined in the proof of Proposition 2.15 is indeed a surjec-
tive bounded morphism.

2.1.5 Let B = (B;R) be the transitive binary tree; that is,B is the set of finite strings
of 0s and1s, andR�� holds if� is a proper initial segment of� . LetN = (N; <) be the
frame of the natural numbers with the usual ordering.
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(a) LetV0 be the valuation onN given byV0(p) = f2n j n 2 Ng for each proposition
letter p. Define a valuationU0 onB and a bounded morphism from(B; U0) to(N; V0).

(b) LetU1 be the valuation onB given byU1(p) = f1� j � 2 Bg for each proposition
letter p. Give a valuationV1 on N and a bounded morphism from(B; U0) to(N; V0).

(c) Can you also findsurjectivebounded morphisms?

2.1.6 Show that every model is the bounded morphic image of the disjoint union of point-
generated (that is: rooted) models. This exercise may look rather technical, but in fact it is
very straightforward — think about it!

2.1.7 This exercise generalizes Proposition 2.15 to arbitrary modal similarity types.

(a) Define a suitable notion of tree-like model that works forarbitrary modal similarity
types. (Hint: in case ofRMs0s1 : : : sn, think of s0 as being the parent node and ofs1; : : : ; sn as the children.)

(b) Generalize Proposition 2.15 to arbitrary modal similarity types.

2.2 Bisimulations

What do the invariance results of the previous section have in common? They all
deal with special sorts ofrelationsbetween two models, namely relations with the
following properties: related states carry identical atomic information, and when-
ever it is possible to make a transition in one model, it is possible to make a match-
ing transition in the other. For example, with generated submodels the inter-model
relation is identity, and every transition in one model is matched by an identical
transition in the other. With bounded morphisms, the inter-model relation is a func-
tion, and the notion of matching involves both the homomorphic link from source
to target, and the back condition which reflects target structure in the source.

This observation leads us to the central concept of the chapter: bisimulations.
Quite simply, a bisimulation is a relation between two models in which related
states have identical atomic information and matching transition possibilities. The
interesting part of the definition is the way it makes the notion of ‘matching transi-
tion possibilities’ precise.

Definition 2.16 (Bisimulations — the Basic Case)We first give the definition
for the basic modal language. LetM = (W;R; V ) andM0 = (W 0; R0; V 0) be two
models.

A non-empty binary relationZ � W �W 0 is called abisimulation betweenM
andM0 (notation:Z :M$M0) if the following conditions are satisfied.

(i) If wZw0 thenw andw0 satisfy the same proposition letters.
(ii) If wZw0 andRwv, then there existsv0 (in M0) such thatvZv0 andR0w0v0

(the forth condition).
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(iii) The converse of (ii): ifwZw0 andR0w0v0, then there existsv (in M) such
thatvZv0 andRwv (theback condition).

WhenZ is a bisimulation linking two statesw in M andw0 in M0 we say thatw
andw0 arebisimilar, and we writeZ : M; w $ M0; w0. If there is a bisimulationZ such thatZ : M; w $ M0; w0, we sometimes writeM; w $ M0; w0; likewise,
if there is some bisimulation betweenM andM0, we writeM$M0. a
Think of Definition 2.16 pictorially. Figure 2.3 shows the content of the forth
clause. Suppose we know thatwZw0 andRwv (the solid arrow inM and theZ-
link at the bottom of the diagram display this information).Then the forth condition
says that it is always possible to find av0 that ‘completes the square’ (this is shown
by the dashed arrow inM0 and the dottedZ-link at the top of the diagram). Note
the symmetry between the back and forth clauses: to visualize the back clause,
simply reflect the picture through its vertical axis.

M qw
qv 6

M0qw0
qv06

Z
Z

Fig. 2.3. The forth condition.

In effect, bisimulations are a relational generalization of bounded morphisms: we
drop the directionality from source to target (and with it the homomorphic con-
dition) and replace it with a back and forth system of matching moves between
models.

Example 2.17 The modelsM andM0 shown in Figure 2.4 are bisimilar. To see
this, define the following relationZ between their states:Z = f(1; a), (2; b),(2; ), (3; d), (4; e), (5; e)g. Condition (i) of Definition 2.16 is obviously satisfied:Z-related states make the same propositional letters true. Moreover, the back-and-
forth conditions are satisfied too: any move inM can be matched by a similar move
in M0, and conversely, as the reader should check.

This example also shows that bisimulation is a genuine generalization of the
constructions discussed in the previous section. AlthoughM andM0 are bisimilar,
neither is a generated submodel nor a bounded morphic image of the other. a
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Fig. 2.4. Bisimilar models.

Definition 2.18 (Bisimulations — the General Case)Let � be a modal similarity
type, and letM = (W;RM; V )M2� andM0 = (W 0; R0M; V 0)M2� be � -models. A
non-empty binary relationZ � W �W 0 is called abisimulationbetweenM andM0 (notation: Z : M $ M0) if the above condition (i) from Definition 2.16
is satisfied (that is,Z-related states satisfy the same proposition letters) and in
addition the following conditions (ii)0 and (iii)0 are satisfied:

(ii) 0 If wZw0 andRMwv1 : : : vn then there arev01, . . . , v0n (in W 0) such thatR0Mw0v01 : : : v0n and for alli (1 � i � n) viZv0i (the forth condition).

(iii) 0 The converse of (ii)0: if wZw0 andRMw0v01 : : : v0n then there arev1, . . . ,vn
(in W ) such thatRMwv1 : : : vn and for alli (1 � i � n) viZv0i (theback
condition). a

Examples of bisimulations abound — indeed, as we have already mentioned, the
constructions of the previous section (disjoint unions, generated submodels, iso-
morphisms, and bounded morphisms), are all bisimulations:

Proposition 2.19 Let� be a modal similarity type, and letM,M0 andMi (i 2 I)
be� -models.

(i) If M �=M0, thenM$M0.
(ii) For everyi 2 I and everyw in Mi,Mi; w $ UiMi; w.

(iii) If M0�M, thenM0; w $M; w for all w in M0.
(iv) If f :M�M0, thenM; w $M0; f(w) for all w in M.

Proof. We only prove the second item, leaving the others as Exercise2.2.2. As-
sume we are working in the basic modal language. Define a relation Z betweenMi and

UiMi by puttingZ = f(w;w) j w 2 Mig. ThenZ is a bisimulation.
To see this, observe that clause (i) of Definition 2.16 is trivially fulfilled, and as to
clauses (ii) and (iii), anyR-step inMi is reproduced in

UiMi, and by the disjoint-
ness condition everyR-step in

UiMi that departs from a point that was originally
in Mi, stems from a correspondingR-step inMi. The reader should extend this
argument to arbitrary similarity types.a
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We will now show that modal satisfiability is invariant underbisimulations (and
hence, by Proposition 2.19, provide an alternative proof that modal satisfiability is
invariant under disjoint unions, generated submodels, isomorphisms, and bounded
morphisms). The key thing to note about the following proof is how straight-
forward it is — the back and forth clauses in the definition of bisimulation are
preciselywhat is needed to push the induction through.

Theorem 2.20 Let� be a modal similarity type, and letM,M0 be� -models. Then,
for everyw 2 W andw0 2 W 0, w $ w0 implies thatw! w0. In words, modal
formulas are invariant under bisimulation.

Proof. By induction on�. The case where� is a proposition letter follows from
clause (i) of Definition 2.16, and the case where� is? is immediate. The boolean
cases are immediate from the induction hypothesis.

As for formulas of the form3 , we haveM; w  3 iff there exists av in M
such thatRwv andM; v   . As w $ w0 we find by clause (ii) of Definition
2.16 that there exists av0 in M0 such thatR0w0v0 andv $ v0. By the induction
hypothesis,M0; v0   , henceM0; w0  3 . For the converse direction use
clause (iii) of Definition 2.16.

The argument for the general modal case, with trianglesM, is an easy extension
of that just given, as the reader should check.a
This finishes our discussion of the basics of bisimulation — so let’s now try and
understand the concept more deeply. Some of the remarks thatfollow are concep-
tual, and some are technical, but they all point to ideas thatcrop up throughout the
book.

Remark 2.21 (Bisimulation, Locality, and Computation)In the Preface we sug-
gested that the reader think of modal formulas as automata. Evaluating a modal
formula amounts to running an automaton: we place it at some state inside a struc-
ture and let it search for information. The automaton is onlypermitted to explore
by making transitions to neighboring states; that is, it works locally.

Suppose such an automaton is standing at a statew in a modelM, and we pick
it up and place it at a statew0 in a different modelM0; would it notice the switch?
If w andw0 are bisimilar,no. Our automaton cares only about the information
at the current state and the information accessible by making a transition — it is
indifferent to everything else. Thus the definition of bisimulation spells out exactly
what we have to do if we want to fool such an automaton as to where it is being
evaluated. Viewed this way, it is clear that the concept of bisimulation is a direct
reflection of the locality of the modal satisfaction definition.

But there is a deeper link between bisimulation and computation than our infor-
mal talk of automaton might suggest. As we discussed in Example 1.3, labelled
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N
w0

M
ws��	�	 ��������� . . .

s��	�	 ��������� . . .

ZZ~ZZ~ZZ~ZZ~ . . . . .

Fig. 2.5. Equivalent but not bisimilar.

transition systems (LTSs) are a standard way of thinking about computation: when
we traverse an LTS we build a sequence of state transitions — or to put it another
way, we compute. When are two LTSs computationally equivalent? More pre-
cisely, if we ignore practical issues (such as how long it takes to actually perform
a computation) when can two different LTSs be treated as freely exchangeable
(‘observationally equivalent’) black boxes? One natural answer is: when they are
bisimilar. Bisimulation turns out to be a very natural notion of equivalence for both
mathematical and computational investigations. For more on the history of bisim-
ulation and the connection with computer science, see the Notes. a
Remark 2.22 (Bisimulation and First-Order Logic) According to Theorem 2.20
modal formulas cannot distinguish between bisimilar states or between bisimilar
models, even though these states or models may be quite different. It follows
that modal logic is very different from first-order logic, for arbitrary first-order
formulas are certainlynot invariant under bisimulations. For example, the modelM0 of Example 2.17 satisfies the formula9y1y2y3 (y1 6= y2 ^ y1 6= y3 ^ y2 6= y3 ^Rxy1 ^Rxy2 ^Ry1y3 ^Ry2y3);
if we assign the statea to the free variablex. This formula says that there is a
diamond-shaped configuration of points, which is true of thepoint a in M0, but
not of the state1 in M. But as far as modal logic is concerned,M0 andM, being
bisimilar, are indistinguishable. In Section 2.4 we will start examining the links
between modal logic and first-order logic more systematically. a
Now for a fundamental question: is the converse of Theorem 2.20 true? That is, if
two models are modally equivalent, must they be bisimilar? The answer isno.

Example 2.23 Consider the basic modal language. We may just as well work with
an empty set of proposition letters here. Define modelsM andN as in Figure 2.5,
where arrows denoteR-transitions. Each ofM andN has, for eachn > 0, a finite
branch of lengthn; the difference between the models is that, in addition,N has an
infinite branch.
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One can show that for all modal formulas�, M; w  � iff N; w0  � (this is
easy if one is allowed to use some results that we will prove further on, namely
Propositions 2.31 and 2.33, but it is not particularly hard to prove from first prin-
ciples, and the reader may like to try this). But even thoughw andw0 are modally
equivalent, there is no bisimulation linking them. To see this, suppose that there
was such a bisimulationZ: we will derive a contradiction from this supposition.

Sincew andw0 are linked byZ, there has to be a successor ofw, sayv0, which
is linked to the first pointv00 on the infinite path fromw0. Suppose thatn is the
length of the (maximal) path leading fromw throughv0, and letw, v0, . . . , vn�1
be the successive points on this path. Using the bisimulation conditionsn � 1
times, we find pointsv01, . . . , v0n�1 on the infinite path emanating fromw0, such
thatv00R0v01 : : : R0v0n�1 andviZv0i for eachi. Now v0n�1 has a successor, butvn�1
does not; hence, there is no way that these two points can be bisimilar. a
Nonetheless, it is possible to prove a restricted converse to Theorem 2.20, namely
the Hennessy-Milner Theorem. Let� be a modal similarity type, andM a � -
model.M is image-finiteif for each stateu in M and each relationR in M, the
set f (v1; : : : ; vn) j Ruv1 : : : vn g is finite; observe that we arenot putting any
restrictions on the total number of different relationsR in the modelM— just that
each of them is image-finite.

Theorem 2.24 (Hennessy-Milner Theorem)Let � be a modal similarity type,
and letM andM0 be two image-finite� -models. Then, for everyw 2 W andw0 2W 0, w $ w0 iff w! w0.
Proof. Assume that our similarity type� only contains a single diamond (that is,
we will work in the basic modal language). The direction fromleft to right follows
from Theorem 2.20; for the other direction, we will prove that the relation! of
modal equivalence itself satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.16 — that is, we
show that the relation of modal equivalence on these models is itself a bisimulation.
(This is an important idea; we will return to it in Section 2.5.)

The first condition is immediate. For the second one, assume thatw ! w0
andRwv. We will try to arrive at a contradiction by assuming that there is nov0
in M0 with R0w0v0 andv ! v0. Let S0 = fu0 j R0w0u0g. Note thatS0 must
be non-empty, for otherwiseM0; w0  �?, which would contradictw ! w0
sinceM; w  3>. Furthermore, asM0 is image-finite,S0 must be finite, sayS0 = fw01; : : : ; w0ng. By assumption, for everyw0i 2 S0 there exists a formula i
such thatM; v   i butM0; w0i 6  i. It follows thatM; w  3( 1 ^ � � � ^  n) and M0; w0 6 3( 1 ^ � � � ^  n);
which contradicts our assumption thatw ! w0. The third condition of Defini-
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tion 2.16 may be checked in a similar way. Extending the proofto other similarity
types is routine. a
Theorem 2.20 (together with the Hennessy-Milner Theorem) on the one hand, and
Example 2.23 on the other, mark important boundaries. Clearly, bisimulations have
something important to say about modal expressivity over models, but they don’t
tell us everything. Two pieces of the jigsaw puzzle are missing. For a start, we are
still considering modal languages in isolation: as yet, we have made no attempt to
systematically link them to first-order logic. We will remedy this in Section 2.4 and
this will eventually lead us to a beautiful result, the Van Benthem Characterization
Theorem (Theorem 2.68): modal logic is the bisimulation invariant fragment of
first-order logic.

The second missing piece is the notion of anultrafilter extension. We will intro-
duce this concept in Section 2.5, and this will eventually lead us to Theorem 2.62.
Informally, this theorem says: modal equivalence implies bisimilarity-somewhere-
else. Where is this mysterious ‘somewhere else’? In the ultrafilter extension. As
we will see, although modally equivalent models need not be bisimilar, they must
have bisimilar ultrafilter extensions.

Remark 2.25 (Bisimulations for the Basic Temporal Language, PDL, and Ar-
row Logic) Although we have already said the most fundamental things that need
to be said on this topic (Definition 2.18 and Theorem 2.20 covers these languages),
a closer look reveals some interesting results forPDL and arrow logic. But let us
first discuss the basic temporal language.

First we issue our (by now customary) warning. When working with the basic
temporal language, we usually work with models(W;R; V ) and implicitly takeRP
to beR�. Thus we need a notion of bisimulation which takesR� into account, and
so we define atemporalbisimulation between models(W;R; V ) and(W 0; R0; V 0)
to be a relationZ between the states of the two models that satisfies the clauses
of Definition 2.16, and in addition the following two clauses(iv) and (v) requiring
that backward steps in one model should be matched by similarsteps in the other
model:

(iv) If wZw0 andRvw, then there existsv0 (in M0) such thatvZv0 andR0v0w0.
(v) The converse of (iv): ifwZw0 andR0v0w0, then there existsv (in M) such

thatvZv0 andRvw.

If we don’t do this, we are in trouble. For example, ifM is a model whose underly-
ing frame is the integers, andM0 is the submodel ofM generated by0, then these
two models are bisimilar in the sense of Definition 2.16, and hence equivalent as
far as the basicmodallanguage is concerned. But they are not equivalent as far as
the basictemporallanguage is concerned:M; 0  P>, butM; 0 6 P>.
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Given our previous discussion, this is unsurprising. What is (pleasantly) sur-
prising is that things do not work this way inPDL. Suppose we are given two
regular models. Checking that these models are bisimilar for the language ofPDL

means checking that bisimilarity holds for all the (infinitely many) relations that
exist in regular models (see Definition 1.26). But as it turnsout, most of this work
is unnecessary. Once we have checked that bisimilarity holds for all the relations
which interpret the basic programs, we don’t have to check anything else: the
relations corresponding to complex programs willautomaticallybe bisimilar. In
Section 2.7 we will introduce some special terminology to describe this: the oper-
ations in regularPDL’s modality building repertoire ([, ;, and�) will be calledsafe
for bisimulation. Note that taking the converse of a relation isnotan operation that
is safe for bisimulation (in effect, that’s what we just noted when discussing the
basic temporal language); see Exercise 2.2.6.

What about arrow logic? The required notion of bisimulationis given by Def-
inition 2.18; note that the clause for1’ reads that for bisimilar pointsa anda0 we
haveIa iff I 0a. a
Remark 2.26 (The Algebra of Bisimulations) Bisimulations give rise to alge-
braic structure quite naturally. For instance, ifZ0 is a bisimulation betweenM0
andM1, andZ1 a bisimulation betweenM1 andM2, then the composition ofZ0
andZ1 is a bisimulation linkingM0 andM2. It is also a rather easy observation
that the set of bisimulations between two models is closed under taking arbitrary
(finite or infinite) unions. This shows that if two points are bisimilar, there is al-
ways amaximalbisimulation linking them; see Exercise 2.2.8. Further information
on closure properties of the set of bisimulations between two models can be found
in Section 2.7. a
Exercises for Section 2.2
2.2.1 Consider a modal similarity type with two diamondshai andhbi, and with� = fpg.
Show that the following two models are bisimilar.p psw sv� b -a pppp sv1sw1sv0sw0 . . .a -b -a -
2.2.2 This exercise asks the reader to complete in detail the proofof Proposition 2.19,
which links bisimulations and the model constructions discussed in the previous section.
You should prove these results for arbitrary similarity types.

(a) Show that ifM �=M0, thenM$M0
(b) Show that if

UiMi is the disjoint union of the modelsMi (i 2 I), then, for eachi,Mi $ UiMi
(c) Show that ifM0 is a generated submodel ofM, thenM0 $M
(d) Show that ifM0 is a bounded morphic image ofM, thenM0 $M
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2.2.3 This exercise is abouttemporalbisimulations.

(a) Showfrom first principlesthat the truth of basic temporal formulas is invariant
under temporal bisimulations. (That is, don’t appeal to anyof the results proved in
this section.)

(b) LetM andM0 befinite rooted models for basic temporal logic withF andP . Letw andw0 be the roots ofM andM0, respectively. Prove that ifw andw0 satisfy
the same basic temporal formulas withF andP , then there exists a basic temporal
bisimulation that relatesw andw0.

2.2.4 Consider the binary until operatorU . In a modelM = (W;R; V ) its truth definition
reads: M; t  U(�;  ) iff there is av such thatRtv andv  �, and

for all u such thatRtu andRuv: u   :
Prove thatU is not definable in the basic modal language. Hint: think about the following
two models, but with arrows added to make sure that the relations are transitive:t t t t tt t t t tt���* HHHY ���* HHHY ���* HHHYI �I � I �s0 s1t0 v0 u v1 t1 s0u0 v0 t0q p q p q
2.2.5 Consider the following two models, which we are going to use to interpret the basic
temporallanguage:M0 = (R; <; V0 ) andM1 = (R; <; V1 ), whereV0 makesq true at all
non-zero integers andV1 in addition makesq true at all points of the form1=z with z a
non-zero integer number.

(a) Prove that there is a temporal bisimulation betweenM0 andM1, linking 0 (in the
one model) to0 (in the other model).

(b) Let� be theprogressiveoperator defined by the following truth table:M; s  �� iff there aret andu such thatt < s < u andM; x  � for all x betweent andu:
Prove that this operator is not definable in the basic temporal language.

2.2.6 Suppose we have two bisimilar LTSs. Show that bisimilar states in these LTSs satisfy
exactly the same formulas ofPDL.

2.2.7 Prove that two square arrow modelsM = (SU ; V ) andM0 = (SU 0 ; V 0) are bisim-
ilar if and only if there is a relationZ betweenpairsoverU andpairsoverU 0 such that

(i) if (u; v)Z(u0; v0), then(u; v) 2 V (p) iff (u0; v0) 2 V 0(p),
(ii) if (u; v)Z(u0; v0), thenu = v iff u0 = v0,
(iii) if (u; v)Z(u0; v0), then(v; u)Z(v0; u0),
(iv) if (u; v)Z(u0; v0), then for anyw 2 U there exists aw0 2 U 0 such that both(u;w)Z(u0; w0) and(w; v)Z(w0; v0),
(v) and vice versa.
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Must any two bisimilar square arrow models be isomorphic? (Hint: think of V (p) andV 0(p) as the natural ordering relations of the rational and the real numbers, respectively.)

2.2.8 Suppose thatfZi j i 2 Ig is a non-empty collection of bisimulations betweenM andM0. Prove that the relation
Si2I Zi is also a bisimulation betweenM andM0. Conclude

that ifM andM0 are bisimilar, then there is a maximal bisimulation betweenM andM0;
that is, a bisimulationZm such that for any bisimulationZ :M$M0 we haveZ � Zm.

2.3 Finite Models

Preservation and invariance results can be viewed either positively or negatively.
Viewed negatively, they map the limits of modal expressivity: they tell us, for
example, that modal languages are incapable of distinguishing a model from its
generated submodels. Viewed positively, they are a toolkitfor transforming mod-
els into more desirable forms without affecting satisfiability. Proposition 2.15 has
already given us a taste of this perspective (we showed that modal languages have
the tree model property) and it will play an important role when we discuss com-
pleteness in Chapter 4.

The results of this section are similarly double-edged. We are going to investi-
gate modal expressivity over finite models, and the basic result we will prove is that
modal languages have thefinite model property: if a modal formula is satisfiable
on an arbitrary model, then it is satisfiable on a finite model.

Definition 2.27 (Finite Model Property) Let � be a modal similarity type, and
let M be a class of� -models. We say that� has thefinite model property with
respect toM if the following holds: if� is a formula of similarity type� , and� is
satisfiable in some model inM, then� is satisfiable in afinite model inM. a
In this section we will mostly be concerned with the special case in whichM in
Definition 2.27 is the collection ofall � -models, so to simplify terminology we
will use the term ‘finite model property’ for this special case. The fact that modal
languages have the finite model property (in this sense) can be viewed as a lim-
itative result: modal languages simply lack the expressivestrength to force the
existence of infinite models. (By way of contrast, it is easy to write down first-
order formulas which can only be satisfied on infinite models.) On the other hand,
the result is a source of strength: we do not need to bother about (arbitrary) infinite
models, for we can always find an equivalent finite one. This opens the door to the
decidability results of Chapter 6. (The satisfiability problem for first-order logic,
as the reader probably knows, is undecidable over arbitrarymodels.)

We will discuss two methods for building finite models for satisfiable modal
formulas. The first is to (carefully!) select a finitesubmodelof the satisfying
model, the second (called the filtration method) is to define asuitablequotient
structure.
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Selecting a finite submodel

The selection method draws together four observations. Here is the first. We know
that modal satisfaction is intrinsicallylocal: modalities scan the states accessible
from the current state. How much of the model can a modal formula see from the
current state? That obviously depends on how deeply the modalities it contains are
nested.

Definition 2.28 (Degree) We define thedegreeof modal formulas as follows.deg(p) = 0deg(?) = 0deg(:�) = deg(�)deg(� _  ) = maxfdeg(�);deg( )gdeg(M(�1; : : : ; �n)) = 1 +maxfdeg(�1); : : : ;deg(�n)g:
In particular, the degree of a basic modal formula3� is 1 + deg(�). a
Second, we observe the following:

Proposition 2.29 Let � be a finite modal similarity type, and assume that our col-
lection of proposition letters is finite as well.

(i) For all n, up to logical equivalence there are only finitely many formulas of
degree at mostn.

(ii) For all n, and every� -modelM and statew ofM, the set of all� -formulas
of degree at mostn that are satisfied byw, is equivalent to a single formula.

Proof. We prove the first item by induction onn. The casen = 0 is obvious. As
for the casen+1, observe that every formula of degree� n+1 is a boolean combi-
nation of proposition letters and formulas of the form3 , wheredeg( ) � n. By
the induction hypothesis there can only be finitely many non-equivalent such for-
mulas . Thus there are only finitely many non-equivalent boolean combinations
of proposition letters and formulas3 , where has degree at mostn. Hence,
there are only finitely many non-equivalent formulas of degree at mostn+ 1.

Item (ii) is immediate from item (i). a
Third, we observe that there is a natural way of finitely approximating a bisimula-
tion. These finite approximations will prove crucial in our search for finite models.

Definition 2.30 (n-Bisimulations) Here we definen-bisimulations for modal
similarity types containing only diamonds, leaving the definition of the general
case as part of Exercise 2.3.2. LetM andM0 be models, and letw andw0 be
states ofM andM0, respectively. We say thatw andw0 aren-bisimilar (notation:
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following properties (fori+ 1 � n):

(i) wZnw0
(ii) If vZ0v0 thenv andv0 agree on all proposition letters;

(iii) If vZi+1v0 andRvu, then there existsu0 with R0v0u0 anduZiu0;
(iv) If vZi+1v0 andR0v0u0, then there existsu with Rvu anduZiu0. a

The intuition is that ifw $n w0, thenw andw0 bisimulate up to depthn. Clearly,
if w $ w0, thenw $n w0 for all n — but the converse need not hold; see Exer-
cise 2.3.1.

Fourth, we observe that for languages containing only finitely many proposition
letters, there is anexactmatch between modal equivalence andn-bisimilarity for
all n. That is, for such languages not only doesn-bisimilarity for alln imply modal
equivalence, but the converse holds as well.

Proposition 2.31 Let � be a finite modal similarity type,� a finite set of proposi-
tion letters, and letM andM0 be models for this language. Then for everyw inM
andw0 in M0, the following are equivalent.

(i) w $n w0
(ii) w andw0 agree on all modal formulas of degree at mostn.

It follows that ‘n-bisimilarity for all n’ and modal equivalence coincide as rela-
tions between states.

Proof. The implication (i)) (ii) may be proved by induction onn. For the con-
verse implication one can use an argument similar to the one used in the proof of
Theorem 2.24; we leave the proof as part of Exercise 2.3.2.a
It is time to draw these observations together. The following definition and lemma,
which are aboutrootedmodels, give us half of what we need to build finite models.

Definition 2.32 Let � be a modal similarity type containing only diamonds. LetM = (W;R1, . . . ,Rn, : : :) be a rooted� -model with rootw. The notion of the
heightof states inM is defined by induction. The only element of height 0 is the
root of the model; the states of heightn + 1 are those immediate successors of
elements of heightn that have not yet been assigned a height smaller thann + 1.
Theheight of a modelM is the maximumn such that there is a state of heightn inM, if such a maximum exists; otherwise the height ofM is infinite.

For a natural numberk, the restriction of M to k (notation:M � k) is defined
as the submodel containing only states whose height is at most k. More precisely,(M � k) = (Wk; R1k; : : : ; Rnk; : : : ; Vk), whereWk = fv j height(v) � kg,Rnk = Rn \ (Wk �Wk), and for eachp, Vk(p) = V (p) \Wk. a
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In words: the restriction ofM to k contains all states that can be reached from
the root in at mostk steps along the accessibility relations. Typically, this will not
give ageneratedsubmodel, so why does it interest us? Because, as we can now
show, given a formula� of degreek that is satisfiable in some rooted modelM, the
restriction ofM to k contains all the states we need to satisfy�. To put it another
way: we are free to simply delete all states that lie beyond the ‘k-horizon.’

Lemma 2.33 Let � be a modal similarity type that contains only diamonds. LetM be a rooted� -model, and letk be a natural number. Then, for every statew of(M � k), we have(M � k); w $l M; w, wherel = k � height(w).
Proof. Take the identity relation on(M � k). We leave the reader to work out the
details as Exercise 2.3.3. The following comment may be helpful: in essence this
lemma tells us that if we are only interested in the satisfiability of modal formulas
of degree at mostk, then generating submodels of heightk suffices to maintain
satisfiability. a
Putting together Proposition 2.31 and Lemma 2.33, we conclude that every satis-
fiable modal formula can be satisfied on a model of finiteheight. This is clearly
useful, but we are only halfway to our goal: the resulting model may still be infi-
nite, as it may be infinitely branching. We obtain the finite model we are looking
for by a further selection of points; in effect this discardsunwanted branches and
leads to the desired finite model.

Theorem 2.34 (Finite Model Property — via Selection)Let � be a modal simi-
larity type containing only diamonds, and let� be a� -formula. If� is satisfiable,
then it is satisfiable on a finite model.

Proof. Fix a modal formula� with deg(�) = k. We restrict our modal simi-
larity type � and our collection of proposition letters to the modal operators and
proposition letters actually occurring in�. LetM1; w1 be such thatM1; w1  �.
By Proposition 2.15, there exists a tree-like modelM2 with root w2 such thatM2; w2  �. LetM3 := (M2 � k). By Lemma 2.33 we haveM2; w2 $k M3; w2,
and by Proposition 2.31 it follows thatM3; w2  �.

By induction onn � k we define finite sets of statesS0, . . . ,Sk and a (final)
modelM4 with domainS0 [ � � � [ Sk; the points in eachSn will have heightn.

DefineS0 to be the singletonfw2g. Next, assume thatS0, . . . ,Sn have already
been defined. Fix an elementv of Sn. By Proposition 2.29 there are only finitely
many non-equivalent modal formulas whose degree is at mostk, say 1, . . . , m.
For each such formula that is of the formhai� and holds inM3 at v, select a stateu fromM3 such thatRavu andM3; u  �. Add all theseus toSn+1, and repeat
this selection process for every state inSn. Sn+1 is defined as the set of all points
that have been selected in this way.
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Finally, defineM4 as follows. Its domain isS0[� � �[Sk; as eachSi is finite,M4
is finite. The relations and valuation are obtained by restricting the relations and
valuation ofM3 to the domain ofM4. By Exercise 2.3.4 we have thatM4; w2 $kM3; w2, and henceM4; w2  �, as required. a
How well does the selection method generalize to other modallanguages? For
certain purposes it is fine. For example, to deal with arbitrary modal similarity
types, the notion of a tree-like model needs to be adapted (infact, we explained
how to do this in Exercise 2.1.7), but once this has been done we can prove a
general version of Proposition 2.15. Next, the notion ofn-bisimilarity needs to
be adapted to other similarity types, but that too is straightforward (it is part of
Exercise 2.3.2). Finally, the selection process in the proof of Theorem 2.34 needs
adaptation, but this is unproblematic. In short, we can showthat the finite model
property holds for arbitrary similarity types using the selection method.

The method has a drawback: the input model for our construction may satisfy
important relational properties (such as being symmetric), but the end result is al-
ways a finite tree-like model, and the desired relational properties may be (and
often are) lost. So if we want to establish the finite model property with respect
to a class of models satisfying additional properties — something that is very im-
portant in practice — we may have to do additional work once wehave obtained
our finite tree-like model. In such cases, the selection method tends to be harder
to use than the filtration method (which we discuss next). Nonetheless, the idea of
(intelligently!) selecting points to build submodels is important, and (as we will
see in Section 6.6 when we discuss NP-completeness) the ideareally comes into
its own when the model we start with is already finite.

Finite models via filtrations

We now examine the classic modal method for building finite models: filtration.
Whereas the selection method builds finite models bydeletingsuperfluous material
from large, possibly infinite models, the filtration method produces finite models
by taking a large, possibly infinite model andidentifyingas many states as possible.
We first present the filtration method for the basic modal language.

Definition 2.35 A set of formulas� is closed under subformulas(or: subformula
closed) if for all formulas�, �0: if �_�0 2 � then so are� and�0; if :� 2 � then
so is�; and ifM(�1; : : : ; �n) 2 � then so are�1, . . . ,�n. (For the basic modal
language, this means that if3� 2 �, then so is�.) a
Definition 2.36 (Filtrations) We work in the basic modal language. LetM =(W;R; V ) be a model and� a subformula closed set of formulas. Let!� be the
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Fig. 2.6. A model and its filtration

relation on the states ofM defined by:w!� v iff for all � in �: (M; w  � iff M; v  �).
Note that!� is an equivalence relation. We denote the equivalence classof a
statew of M with respect to!� by jwj� , or simply byjwj if no confusion will
arise. The mappingw 7! jwj that sends a state to its equivalence class is called the
natural map.

Let W� = fjwj� j w 2 Wg. SupposeMf� is any model(W f ; Rf ; V f ) such
that:

(i) W f =W� .
(ii) If Rwv thenRf jwjjvj.

(iii) If Rf jwjjvj then for all3� 2 �, if M; v  � thenM; w  3�.
(iv) V f (p) = fjwj jM; w  pg, for all proposition lettersp in �.

ThenMf� is called afiltration of M through�. a
Because of item (ii), the natural map associated with any filtration is guaranteed to
be a homomorphism (see Definition 2.7). And at first glance it may seem that it
is even guaranteed to be a bounded morphism (see Definition 2.10), for item (iii)
seems reminiscent of the back condition. Unfortunately, this is not the case, as the
following example shows.

Example 2.37 LetM be the model(N; R; V ), whereR = f(0; 1), (0; 2), (1; 3)g[f(n; n+ 1) j n � 2g, andV hasV (p) = N n f0g andV (q) = f2g.
Further, assume that� = f3p; pg. Clearly� is subformula closed. Then,

the modelN = (fj0j; j1jg; f(j0j; j1j); (j1j; j1j)g; V 0), whereV 0(p) = fj1jg, is a
filtration ofM through�. See Figure 2.6.

Clearly,N cannot be a bounded morphic image ofM: any bounded morphism
would have to preserve the formulaq, and the natural map does not preserveq, and
need not, becauseq is not an element of our subformula closed set�. a
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But in many other respects filtrations are well-behaved. Fora start, the method
gives us a bound (albeit an exponential one) on the size of theresulting finite model:

Proposition 2.38 Let� be a finite subformula closed set of basic modal formulas.
For any modelM, if Mf is a filtration ofM through a subformula closed set�,
thenMf contains at most2ard(�) nodes (whereard(�) denotes the size of�).

Proof. The states ofMf are the equivalence classes inW�. Let g be the function
with domainW� and rangeP(�) defined byg(jwj) = f� 2 � j M; w  �g.
It follows from the definition of!� that g is well defined and injective. Thusard(W�) � ard(P(�)) = 2ard(�). a
Moreover — crucially — filtrations preserve satisfaction inthe following sense.

Theorem 2.39 (Filtration Theorem) Consider the basic modal language. LetMf (= (W� ; Rf ; V f )) be a filtration ofM through a subformula closed set�.
Then for all formulas� 2 �, and all nodesw in M, we haveM; w  � iffMf ; jwj  �.

Proof. By induction on�. The base case is immediate from the definition ofV f .
The boolean cases are straightforward; the fact that� is closed under subformulas
allows us to apply the inductive hypothesis.

So suppose3� 2 � andM; w  3�. Then there is av such thatRwv andM; v  �. AsMf is a filtration,Rf jwjjvj. As� is subformula closed,� 2 �,
thus by the inductive hypothesisMf ; jvj  �. HenceMf ; jwj  3�.

Conversely, suppose3� 2 � andMf ; jwj  3�. Thus there is a statejvj inMf such thatRf jwjjvj andMf ; jvj  �. As � 2 �, by the inductive hypothesisM; v  �. So the third clause in Definition 2.36 is applicable, and we conclude
thatM; w  3�. a
Observe that clauses (ii) and (iii) of Definition 2.36 are designed to make the modal
case of the induction step go through in the proof above.

But we still have not done one vital thing: we have not actually shown that fil-
trations exist! Observe that the clauses (ii) and (iii) in Definition 2.36 only impose
conditions on candidate relationsRf — but we have not yet shown that a suitableRf can always be found. In fact, there are always at least two ways to define binary
relations that fulfill the required conditions. DefineRs andRl as follows:

(i) Rsjwjjvj iff 9w0 2 jwj9v0 2 jvjRw0v0.
(ii) Rljwjjvj iff for all formulas3� in �: M; v  � impliesM; w  3�.

These relations — which are not necessarily distinct — give rise to thesmallest
andlargestfiltrations respectively.
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Lemma 2.40 Consider the basic modal language. LetM be any model,� any
subformula closed set of formulas,W� the set of equivalence classes induced
by!� , andV f the standard valuation onW�. Then both(W� ; Rs; V f ) and(W�; Rl; V f ) are filtrations ofM through�. Furthermore, if(W� ; Rf ; V f ) is
any filtration ofM through� thenRs � Rf � Rl.
Proof. We show that(W� ; Rs; V f ) is a filtration; the rest is left as an exercise.
It suffices to show thatRs fulfills clauses (ii) and (iii) of Definition 2.36. ButRs satisfies clause (ii) by definition, so it remains to check clause (iii). SupposeRsjwjjvj, and further suppose that3� 2 � andM; v  �. AsRsjwjjvj, there existw0 2 jwj andv0 2 jvj such thatRw0v0. As � 2 � andM; v  �, then becausev!� v0, we getM; v0  �. ButRw0v0, soM; w0  3�. But3� 2 �, thus asw0 !� w it follows thatM; w  3�. a
Theorem 2.41 (Finite Model Property — via Filtrations) Let � be a basic mo-
dal formula. If� is satisfiable, then it is satisfiable on a finite model. Indeed, it is
satisfiable on a finite model containing at most2m nodes, wherem is the number
of subformulas of�.

Proof. Assume that� is satisfiable on a modelM; take any filtration ofM through
the set of subformulas of�. That� is satisfied in the filtration is immediate from
Theorem 2.39. The bound on the size of the filtration is immediate from Proposi-
tion 2.38. a
There are several points worth making about filtrations. Thefirst has to do with
the possible loss of properties when moving from a model to one of its filtrations.
As we have already discussed, a drawback of the selection method is that it can be
hard to preserve such properties. Filtrations are far better in this respect — but they
certainly are not perfect. Let us consider the matter more closely.

Suppose(W� ; Rf ; V f ) is a filtration of (W;R; V ). Now, clause (ii) of Defi-
nition 2.36 means that the natural map fromM to Mf is a homomorphism with
respect to the accessibility relationR. Thus any property of relations which is pre-
served under such maps will automatically be inherited by any filtration. Obvious
examples include reflexivity and right unboundedness(8x9yRxy).

However, many interesting relational properties arenot preserved under homo-
morphisms: transitivity and symmetry are obvious counterexamples. Thus we need
to find special filtrations which preserve these properties.Sometimes this is easy;
for example, the smallest filtration preserves symmetry. Sometimes we need new
ideas to find a good filtration; the classic example involves transitivity. Let’s see
what this involves.

Lemma 2.42 LetM be a model,� a subformula closed set of formulas, andW�
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the set of equivalence classes induced onM by!� . LetRt be the binary relation
onW� defined by:Rtjwjjvj iff for all �, if 3� 2 � andM; v  � _3� thenM; w  3�.

If R is transitive then(W�; Rt; V f ) is a filtration andRt is transitive.

Proof. Left as Exercise 2.3.5. a
In short, filtrations are flexible — but it is not a matter of ‘plug and play’. Creativity
is often required to exploit them.

The second point worth making is that filtrations of an infinite model through a
finite set manage to represent an infinite amount of information in a finitary manner.
It seems obvious, at least from an intuitive point of view, that this can only be
achieved byidentifyinglots of points. As we have seen in Example 2.37, an infinite
chain may be collapsed onto a single reflexive point by a filtration. An even more
informative example is provided by models based on the rationals. For instance,
what happens to the density condition in the filtration? LetM = (Q ; <; V ); then
any (finite) filtration ofM has the form displayed in Figure 2.7. What is going
on here? Instead of viewing models as structures made up of states and relations
between them, in the case of filtrations it can be useful to view them assetsof
states (namely, the sets of identified states) and relationsbetween those sets. The
following definition captures this idea.

Definition 2.43 Let (W;R; V ) be a transitive frame. Acluster on (W;R; V ) is
a subsetC of W that is a maximal equivalence relation underR. That is, the
restriction ofR to C is an equivalence relation, and this isnot the case for any
other subsetD of W such thatC � D.

A cluster issimpleif it consists of a single reflexive point, andproper if it con-
tains more than one point.a
As Figure 2.7 shows, a (finite) filtration of(Q ; <) can be thought of as resulting in
a finite linear sequence of clusters, perhaps interspersed with singleton irreflexive
points (no two of which can be adjacent). The reader is asked to check this claim
in Exercise 2.3.9. Clusters will play an important role in Section 4.5.

To conclude this section we briefly indicate how the filtration method can be
extended to other modal languages. Let us first consider modal languages based
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on arbitrary modal similarity types� . Fix a � -modelM = (W , RM, V )M2� and a
subformula closed set� as in Definition 2.36. SupposeMf� = (W� ,RfM, V f )M2�
is a� -model whereW� andV f are as in Definition 2.36, and forM 2 � ,RfM satisfy

(ii) 0 If RMwv1 : : : vn thenRf jwjjv1j : : : jvnj.
(iii) 0 If Rf jwjjv1j : : : jvnj, then for all�1, . . . ,�n 2 �, if M(�1; : : : ; �n) 2 �

andM; v1  �1, . . . ,M; vn  �n, thenM; w  M(�1; : : : ; �n).
ThenMf� is a� -filtration ofM through�.

With this definition at hand, Proposition 2.38 and Theorem 2.39 can be reformu-
lated and proved for� -filtrations, and suitable versions of the smallest and largest
filtrations can also be defined, resulting in a general modal analog of Theorem 2.41,
the Finite Model Property.

What about basic temporal logic,PDL, and arrow logic? It turns out that the
filtration method works well for all of these. For basic temporal logic we need to
issue the customary warning (we need to be explicit about what the filtration does
toR�), but with this observed, matters are straightforward. Exercise 2.3.7 asks the
reader to define transitive filtrations for the basic temporal language.

Matters are far more interesting (and difficult) withPDL — but here too, by
making use of a clever idea called the Fisher-Ladner closure, it is possible to use a
filtration style argument to show thatPDL has the finite model property; we will do
this in Section 4.8 as part of a completeness proof (Theorem 4.91). Exercise 2.3.10
deals with the finite model property for arrow logic.

Exercises for Section 2.3
2.3.1 Find two modelsM andM0 and statesw andw0 in these models such thatw $n w0
for all n, but it isnot the case thatw $ w0 are bisimilar. (Hint: we drew a picture of such
a pair of models in the previous section.)

2.3.2 Generalize the definition ofn-bisimulations (Definition 2.30) from diamond-only
to arbitrary modal languages. Then prove Proposition 2.31 (thatn bisimilarity for all n
implies modal equivalence and conversely) for arbitrary modal languages.

2.3.3 Lemma 2.33 tells us that if we are only interested in the satisfiability of modal for-
mulas of degree at mostk, we can delete all states that lie beyond thek-horizon without
affecting satisfiability. Prove this.

2.3.4 The proof of Theorem 2.34 uses a selection of points argumentto establish the finite
model property. But no proof details were given for the last (crucial) claim in the proof,
namely thatM4; w2 is k-bisimilar toM3; w2. Fill in this gap.

2.3.5 First show that not every filtration of a transitive model is transitive. Then prove
Lemma 2.42. That is, show that the relationRt defined there is indeed a filtration, and that
any filtration of a transitive model that makes use ofRt is guaranteed to be transitive.
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2.3.6 Finish the proof of Lemma 2.40. That is, prove that the filtrationsRs andRl are
indeed the smallest and the largest filtration, respectively. In addition, give an example of
a model and a set of formulas for whichRs andRl coincide.

2.3.7 Show that every transitive model(W;R; V ) has a transitivetemporalfiltration. (Take
care to specify what the filtration does toR�.)
2.3.8 Call a frame or modeleuclideanif it satisfies8xyz ((Rxy ^Rxz)! Ryz), and letE be the class of euclidean models. Fix a formula�, and let� be the smallest subformula
closed set of formulas containing� that satisfies, for all formulas : if 3� 2 �, then23 2 �. (Recall that2 is an abbreviation of:3:.) Note that in general,� will be
infinite.

(a) Prove thatE  3 ! 23 .
(b) Prove that every euclidean model can be filtrated through� to a euclidean model.
(c) Show that every euclidean model satisfies the following modal reduction principles:333$ 33,332$ 32,323$ 33 and322$ 32. That is, prove that

the formulas333�$ 33�, . . . are true throughout every euclidean model.
Conclude that� is finite modulo equivalence on euclidean models.

(d) Prove that the basic modal similarity type has the finite model property with respect
to the class of euclidean models. Can you prove this result simply by filtrating
through any subformula closed set of formulas containing�?

2.3.9 Show that any finite filtration of a model based on the rationals with their usual or-
dering is a finite linear sequence of clusters, perhaps interspersed with singleton irreflexive
points, no two of which can be adjacent.

2.3.10 Consider the similarity type�! of arrow logic.

(i) Show that�! has the finite model property with respect to the class of all arrow
models.

(ii) Consider the class of arrow models based on arrow framesF = (W;C;R; I) such
that for alls, t andu in W we have (i)Cstu iff Csut iff Ctus and (ii)Cstu andIu iff s = t. Prove that arrow formulas have the finite model property with respect
to this class of arrow models.

(iii) Prove that�! does not have the finite model property with respect to the class of all
square models. (Hint: try to express that the extension of the propositional variablep is a dense, linear ordering.)

2.4 The Standard Translation

In the Preface we warned the reader against viewing modal logic as an isolated
formal system (remember Slogan 3?), yet here we are, halfwaythrough Chapter 2,
and we still haven’t linked modal logic with the wider logical world. We now put
this right. We define a link called thestandard translation. This paves the way
for the results on modal expressivity in the sections that follow, for the study of
frames in the following chapter, and for the introduction ofthe guarded fragment
in Section 7.4.

We first specify ourcorrespondence languages— that is, the languages we will
translate modal formulas into.
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Definition 2.44 For � a modal similarity type and� a collection of proposition
letters, letL1� (�) be the first-order language (with equality) which has unary pred-
icatesP0, P1, P2, . . . corresponding to the proposition lettersp0, p1, p2, . . . in�, and an(n + 1)-ary relation symbolRM for each (n-ary) modal operatorM in
our similarity type. We write�(x) to denote a first-order formula� with one free
variable,x. a
We are now ready to define the standard translation.

Definition 2.45 (Standard Translation) Letx be a first-order variable. Thestan-
dard translationST x taking modal formulas to first-order formulas inL1� (�) is
defined as follows: ST x(p) = PxST x(?) = x 6= xST x(:�) = :STx(�)STx(� _  ) = ST x(�) _ ST x( )ST x(M(�1; : : : ; �n)) = 9y1 : : : 9yn (RMxy1 : : : yn ^ST y1(�1) ^ � � � ^ ST yn(�n));
wherey1, . . . ,yn are fresh variables (that is, variables that have not been used so far
in the translation). When working with the basic modal language, the last clause
boils down to: ST x(3�) = 9y (Rxy ^ ST y(�)):
Note that (to keep notation simple) we prefer to useR rather thanR3, and we
will continue to do this. We leave to the reader the task of working out whatSTx(O(�1; : : : ; �n)) is, but we will point out that for the basic modal language
the required clause is:ST x(2�) = 8y (Rxy ! ST y(�)): a
Example 2.46 Let’s see how this works. Consider the formula3(2p! q).ST x(3(2p! q)) = 9y1 (Rxy1 ^ ST y1(2p! q))= 9y1 (Rxy1 ^ (ST y1(2p)! ST y1(q)))= 9y1 (Rxy1 ^ (8y2 (Ry1y2 ! ST y2(p))! Qy1))= 9y1 (Rxy1 ^ (8y2 (Ry1y2 ! Py2)! Qy1))
Note that (this version of) the standard translation leavesthe choice of fresh vari-
ables unspecified. For example,9y256 (Rxy256 ^ (8y14 (Ry256y14 ! Py14) !Qy256)) is a legitimate translation of3(2p ! q), and indeed there are infinitely
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many others, all differing only in the bound variables they contain. Later in the
section we remove this indeterminacy — elegantly.a
It should be clear that the standard translation makes good sense: it is essentially
a first-order reformulation of the modal satisfaction definition. For any modal for-
mula�, ST x(�) will contain exactly one free variable (namelyx); the role of this
free variable is to mark the current state; this use of a free variable makes it pos-
sible for the global notion of first-order satisfaction to mimic the local notion of
modal satisfaction. Furthermore, observe that modalitiesare translated asbounded
quantifiers, and in particular, quantifiers bounded to act only on related states; this
is the obvious way of mimicking the local action of the modalities in first-order
logic. Because of its importance it is worth pinning down just why the standard
translation works.

Models for modal languages based on a modal similarity type� and a collection
of proposition letters� can also be viewed as models forL1� (�). For example,
if � contains just a single diamond3, then the corresponding first-order languageL1� (�) has a binary relation symbolR and a unary predicate symbol corresponding
to each proposition letter in�— and a first-order model for this language needs to
provide an interpretation for these symbols. But a (modal) modelM = (W;R; V )
supplies precisely what is required: the binary relationR can be used to interpret
the relation symbolR, and the setV (pi) can be used to interpret the unary predicatePi. This shouldnotcome as a surprise. As we emphasized in Chapter 1 (especially
Sections 1.1 and 1.3) there is no mathematical distinction between modal and first-
order models — both modal and first-order models are simply relational structures.
Thus it makes perfect sense to write things likeM j= ST x(�)[w℄, which means
that the first-order formulaSTx(�) is satisfied (in the usual sense of first-order
logic) in the modelM whenw is assigned to the free variablex.

Proposition 2.47 (Local and Global Correspondence on Models) Fix a modal
similarity type� , and let� be a� -formula. Then:

(i) For all M and all statesw ofM: M; w  � iff M j= STx(�)[w℄.
(ii) For all M: M  � iff M j= 8xST x(�).

Proof. By induction on�. We leave this to the reader as Exercise 2.4.1.a
Summing up: when interpreted on models, modal formulas are equivalent to first-
order formulas in one free variable. Fine — but what does thatgive us? Lots!
Proposition 2.47 is a bridge between modal and first-order logic — and we can use
this bridge to import results, ideas, and proof techniques from one to the other.

Example 2.48 First-order logic has the compactness property: if� is a set of
first-order formulas, and every every finite subset of� is satisfiable, then so is�
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itself. It also has the downward Löwenheim-Skolem property: if a set of first-order
formulas has an infinite model, then it has a countably infinite model.

It follows that modal logic must have both these properties (over models) too.
Consider compactness. Suppose� is a set of modal formulas every finite subset
of which is satisfiable — is� itself satisfiable? Yes. Consider the setfSTx(�) j� 2 �g. As every finite subset of� has a model it follows (reading item (i) of
Proposition 2.47 left to right) that every finite subset offSTx(�) j � 2 �g does
too, and hence (by first-order compactness) that this whole set is satisfiable in some
model, sayM. But then it follows (this time reading item (i) of Proposition 2.47
right to left) that� is satisfiable inM, hence modal satisfiability over models is
compact.

And there’s interesting traffic from modal logic to first-order logic too. For ex-
ample, a significant difference between modal and first-order logic is that modal
logic is decidable (over arbitrary models) but first-order logic is not. By using our
understanding of modal decidability, it is possible to locate novel decidable frag-
ments of first-order logic, a theme we will return to in Section 7.4 when we discuss
the guarded fragment.a
Just as importantly, the standard translation gives us a newresearch agenda for
investigating modal expressivity:correspondence theory. The central aim of this
chapter is to explore the expressivity of modal logic over models — but how is ex-
pressivity to be measured? Proposition 2.47 suggests an interesting strategy: try to
characterize the fragment of first-order logic picked out bythe standard translation.

It is obvious on purely syntactic grounds that the standard translation is not
surjective (standard translations of modal formulas contain only bounded quan-
tifiers) — but could every first-order formula (in the appropriate correspondence
language) beequivalentto the translation of a modal formula? No. This is very
easy to see: whereas modal formulas are invariant under bisimulations, first-order
formulas need not be; thus any first-order formula which is not invariant under
bisimulations cannot be equivalent to the translation of a modal formula. We have
seen such a formula in Section 2.2, (namely9y1y2y3 (y1 6= y2 ^ y1 6= y3 ^ y2 6=y3 ^Rxy1 ^Rxy2 ^Ry1y3 ^Ry2y3)), and it is easy to find simpler examples.

Thus the (first-order formulas equivalent to) standard translations of model for-
mulas are a proper subset of the correspondence language. Which subset? Here’s
a nice observation. The standard translation can be reformulated so that it maps
every modal formula into a very small fragment ofL1� (�), namely a certainfinite-
variable fragment. Suppose the variables ofL1� (�) have been ordered in some way.
Then then-variable fragment ofL1� (�) is the set ofL1� (�) formulas that contain
only the firstn variables. As we will now see, by judicious reuse of variables, a
modal language with operators of arity at mostn can be translated into then+ 1-
variable fragment ofL1� (�). (Reuse of variables is the name of the game when
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working with finite variable fragments. For example, we can express the existence
of threedifferent points in a linear ordering using onlytwo variables as follows:9xy (x < y ^ 9x (y < x)).)
Proposition 2.49 (i) Let � be a modal similarity type that only contains di-

amonds. Then, every� -formula � is equivalent to a first-order formula
containing at most two variables.

(ii) More generally, if� does not contain modal operatorsM whose arity ex-
ceedsn, all � -formulas are equivalent to first-order formulas containing at
mostn+ 1 variables.

Proof. Assume� contains only diamondshai, hbi, . . . ; proving the general case
is left as Exercise 2.4.2. Fix two distinct individual variablesx andy. Define two
variantsSTx andST y of the standard translation as follows.ST x(p) = Px ST y(p) = PyST x(?) = x 6= x ST y(?) = y 6= ySTx(:�) = :ST x(�) ST y(:�) = :ST y(�)ST x(� _  ) = ST x(�) _ ST x( ) ST y(� _  ) = ST y(�) _ ST y( )ST x(hai�) = 9y (Raxy ^ ST y(�)) ST y(hai�) = 9x (Rayx ^ ST x(�)).
Then, for any� -formula�, its ST x-translation contains at most the two variablesx andy, andSTx(�) is equivalent to the original standard translation of�. a
Example 2.50 Let’s see how this modified standard translation works. Consider
again the formula3(2p! q).ST x(3(2p! q)) = 9y (Rxy ^ ST y(2p! q))= 9y (Rxy ^ (8x (Ryx! ST x(p))! Qy))= 9y (Rxy ^ (8x (Ryx! Px)! Qy))
That is, we just keep flipping between the two variablesx andy. The result is
a translation containing only two variables (instead of thethree used in Exam-
ple 2.46). As a side effect, the indeterminacy associated with the original version
of the standard translation has disappeared.a
This raises another question: is every first-order formula�(x) in two variables
equivalent to the translation of a basic modal formula? Again the answer isno.
There is even a first-order formula in a single variablex which is not equivalent
to any modal formula, namelyRxx. To see this, assume for the sake of a con-
tradiction that� is a modal formula such thatST x(�) is equivalent toRxx. LetM be a singleton reflexive model and letw be the unique state inM; obviously
(irrespective of the valuation)M j= Rxx[w℄. LetN be a model based on the strict
ordering of the integers; obviously (again, irrespective of the valuation), for every
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integerv,N j= :Rxx[v℄. LetZ be the relation which links every integer with the
unique state inM, and assume that the valuations inN andM are such thatZ is
a bisimulation (for example, make all proposition letters true at all points in both
models). AsM j= Rxx[w℄, it follows by Proposition 2.47 thatM; w  � (after all,
by assumptionRxx is equivalent toSTx(�)). But for any integerv, we have thatw $ v, henceN; v  �. Hence (again by Proposition 2.47 and our assumption
thatSTx(�) is equivalent toRxx) we have thatN j= Rxx[v℄, contradicting the
fact thatN j= :Rxx[v℄.

We will not discuss correspondence theory any further here,but in Section 2.6
we will prove one of its central results, the Van Benthem Characterization Theo-
rem: a first-order formula is equivalent to the translation of a modal formula if and
only if it is invariant under bisimulations.

Proposition 2.47 is also going to help us investigate modal expressivity in other
ways, notably via the concept of definability.

Definition 2.51 Let � be a modal similarity type,C a class of� -models, and� a
set of formulas over� . We say that� definesor characterizesa classK of models
within C if for all modelsM in C we have thatM is in K iff M  � . If C is
the class of all� -models, we simply say that� defines or characterizesK; we omit
brackets whenever� is a singleton. We will say that a formula� defines aproperty
whenever� defines the class of models satisfying that property.a
It is immediate from Proposition 2.47 that if a class of models is definable by a set
of modal formulas, then it is also definable by a set a first-order formulas — but
this is too obvious to be interesting. The important way in which Proposition 2.47
helps, is by making it possible to exploit standard model construction techniques
from first-order model theory. For example, in Section 2.6 wewill prove Theo-
rem 2.75 which says that a class of (pointed) models is modally definable if and
only if it is closed under bisimulations and ultraproducts (an important construc-
tion known from first-order model theory; see Appendix A), and its complement
is closed under ultrapowers (another standard model theoretic construction). It
would be difficult to overemphasize the importance of the standard translation; it
is remarkable that such a simple idea can lead to so much.

To conclude this section, let’s see how to adapt these ideas to the basic temporal
language,PDL, and arrow logic. The case of basic temporal logic is easy: all we
have to do is add a clause for translating the backward looking operatorP :ST x(P�) = 9y (Ryx ^ ST y(�)):
Note that we are using the more sophisticated approach introduced in the proof
of Proposition 2.49: flipping between two translationsSTx andST y. (Thus we
really need to add a mirror clause which flips the variables back.) So, just like
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the basic modal language, the basic temporal language can bemapped into a two
variable fragment of the correspondence language. Moreover (again, as with the
basic modal language) not every first-order formula in two variables is equivalent
to (the translation of) a basic temporal formula (see Exercise 2.4.3).

Propositional dynamic logic calls for more drastic changes. Let’s first look at the�-free fragment — that is, atPDL formulas without occurrences of the Kleene star.
In PDL both formulas and modalities are recursively structured, so we’re going to
need two interacting translation functions: one to handle the formulas, the other to
handle the modalities. The only interesting clause in the formula translation is the
following: ST x(h�i�) = 9y (ST xy(�) ^ ST y(�)):
That is, instead of returning a fixed relation symbol (sayR), the formula translationSTx calls onSTxy to start recursively decomposing the program�. Why does this
part of the translation require two free variables? Becauseits task is to define a
binary relation.ST xy(a) = Raxy (and similarly for other pairs of variables)ST xy(�1 [ �2) = STxy(�1) _ ST xy(�2)ST xy(�1 ; �2) = 9z (ST xz(�1) ^ ST zy(�2)):
It follows that we can translate the�-free fragment ofPDL into a three variable
fragment of the correspondence language. The details are worth checking; see
Exercise 2.4.4.

But the really drastic change comes when we consider the fulllanguage ofPDL

(that is, with Kleene star). Recall that a program�� is interpreted using the reflex-
ive, transitive closure ofR�. But the reflexive, transitive closure of an arbitrary
relations isnot a first-order definable relation (see Exercise 2.4.5). So thestandard
translation forPDL needs to take us to a richer background logic than first-order
logic, one that can express this concept. Which one should weuse? There are
many options here, but to motivate our actual choice recall the definition of the
meaning of aPDL program��: R�� =[n(R�)n;
whereRn� is defined byR0xy iff x = y and Rn+1xy iff 9z (Rnxz ^Rzy):
Thus, if we were allowed to write infinitely long disjunctions, it would be easy to
capture the meaning of an iterated program��:(R�)�xy iff (x = y) _R�xy _ _n�19z1 : : : zn (R�xz1 ^ � � � ^R�zny):
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In infinitary logic we can do this. More precisely, inL!1! we are allowed to form
formulas as in first-order logic, and, in addition, to build countably infinite dis-
junctions and conjunctions. We will takeL!1! as the target logic for the standard
translation ofPDL. We have seen most of the clauses we need: we use the clauses
for the�-free fragment given above, and in addition the following clause to cater
for the Kleene star:ST xy(��) =(x = y) _ STxy(�) _ _n�1 9z1 : : : zn (ST xz1(�) ^ � � � ^ ST zny(�)):
This example ofPDL makes an important point vividly: we cannot always hope
to embed modal logic into first-order logic. Indeed in the following chapter we
will see that when it comes to analyzing the expressive powerof modal logic at
the level of frames, the natural correspondence language (even for the basic modal
language) is second-order logic.

There is nothing particularly interesting concerning the standard translation for
the arrow language of Example 1.16. However, this changes when we turn to
squaremodels: in Exercise 2.4.6 the reader is asked to prove that onthis class of
models, the arrow language corresponds to a first-order language withbinarypred-
icate symbols, and that, in fact, it is expressivelyequivalentto the three variable
fragment of such a language.

Exercises for Section 2.4
2.4.1 Prove Proposition 2.47. That is, check that the standard translation really is correct.

2.4.2 Prove Proposition 2.49 for arbitrary modal languages. Thatis, show that if� does
not contain modal operatorsM whose arity exceedsn, all � -formulas are equivalent to
first-order formulas containing at mostn+ 1 variables.

2.4.3 Show that there are first-order formulas�(x) using at most two variables that are not
equivalent to the standard translation of a basic temporal formula.

2.4.4 In this exercise you should fill in some of the details for the standard translation for
PDL.

(a) Check that the translation for the�-free fragment ofPDL really does map all such
formulas into the three variable fragment of the corresponding first-order language.

(b) Show that in fact, there is a translation into thetwovariable fragment of this corre-
sponding first-order language.

2.4.5 The aim of this exercise is to show that taking the reflexive, transitive closure of a
binary relation is not a first-order definable operation.

(a) Show that the class of connected graphs is not first-orderdefinable:
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(i) For l 2 N, letCl be the graph given by a cycle of lengthl + 1:Cl = (f0; : : : ; lg; f(i; i+ 1); (i+ 1; i) j 0 � i < lg [ f(0; l); (l; 0)g)
Show that for everyk 2 N andl � 2k the graphCl satisfies the same first-
order sentences of quantifier rank at mostk as the disjoint unionCl ℄ Cl.

(ii) Conclude that the class of connected graphs is not first-order definable.

(b) Use item (a) to conclude that the reflexive transitive closure of a relation is not
first-order definable.

2.4.6 Consider the class of square models for arrow logic. Observethat a square modelM = (SU ; V ) can be seen as a first-order modelM� = (U; V (p))p2� if we let each
propositional variablep 2 � correspond to adyadicrelation symbolP .

(a) Work out this observation in the following sense. Define asuitable translation(�)�
mapping an arrow formula� to a formula��(x0; x1) in this ‘dyadic correspondence
language’. Prove that this translation has the property that for all arrow formulas�
and all square modelsM the following correspondence holds:M; (a0; a1)  � iff M� j= ��(x0; x1)[a0; a1℄:

(b) Show that this translation can be done within the three variable fragment of first-
order logic.

(c) Prove that conversely, every formula�(x0; x1) that uses only three variables, in a
first-order language with binary predicates only, is equivalent to the translation of
an arrow formula on the class of square models.

2.5 Modal Saturation via Ultrafilter Extensions

Bisimulations and the standard translation are two of the tools we need to under-
stand modal expressivity over models. This section introduces the third:ultrafilter
extensions. To motivate their introduction, we will first discussHennessy-Milner
model classesandmodally saturated models; both generalize ideas met in our ear-
lier discussion of bisimulations. We will then introduce ultrafilter extensions as a
way of building modally saturated models, and this will leadus to an elegant result:
modal equivalence implies bisimilarity-somewhere-else.

M-saturation

Theorem 2.20 tells us that bisimilarity implies modal equivalence, but we have
already seen that the converse does not hold in general (recall Figure 2.5). The
Hennessy-Milner theorem shows that the converse does hold in the special case of
image-finite models. Let’s try and generalize this theorem.

First, when proving Theorem 2.24, we exploited the fact that, between image-
finite models, the relation of modal equivalenceitself is a bisimulation. Classes of
models for which this holds are evidently worth closer study.
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Definition 2.52 (Hennessy-Milner Classes)Let � be a modal similarity type, andK a class of� -models.K is aHennessy-Milnerclass, orhas the Hennessy-Milner
property, if for every two modelsM andM0 in K and any two statesw, w0 of M
andM0, respectively,w! w0 impliesM; w $M; w0. a
For example, by Theorem 2.24, the class of image-finite models has the Hennessy-
Milner property. On the other hand, no class of models containing the two models
in Figure 2.5 has the Hennessy-Milner property.

We generalize the notion of image-finiteness; doing so leadsus to the concept of
modally-saturatedor (briefly)m-saturatedmodels. Suppose we are working in the
basic modal language. LetM = (W;R; V ) be a model, letw be a state inW , and
let� = f�0; �1; : : :g be an infinite set of formulas. Suppose thatw has successorsv0, v1, v2, . . . where (respectively)�0, �0^�1, �0^�1^�2, . . . hold. If there is no
successorv of w whereall formulas from� hold at the same time, then the model
is in some sense incomplete. A model is called m-saturated ifincompleteness of
this kind does not occur.

To put it another way: suppose that we are looking for a successor of w at
which every formula�i of the infinite set of formulas� = f�0; �1; : : :g holds.
M-saturation is a kind of compactness property, according to which it suffices to
find satisfying successors ofw for arbitrary finite approximations of�.

Definition 2.53 (M-saturation) Let M = (W;R; V ) be a model of the basic
modal similarity type,X a subset ofW and� a set of modal formulas.� is
satisfiablein the setX if there is a statex 2 X such thatM; x j= � for all � in �;� is finitely satisfiablein X if every finite subset of� is satisfiable inX.

The modelM is calledm-saturatedif it satisfies the following condition for
every statew 2W and every set� of modal formulas.

If � is finitely satisfiable in the set of successors ofw,
then� is satisfiable in the set of successors ofw.

The definition of m-saturation for arbitrary modal similarity types runs as follows.
Let � be a modal similarity type, and letM be a� -model.M is calledm-saturated
if, for every statew of M and every (n-ary) modal operatorM 2 � and sequence�1, . . . ,�n of sets of modal formulas we have the following.

If for every sequence of finite subsets�1 � �1, . . . ,�n � �n there are
statesv1, . . . ,vn such thatRwv1 : : : vn andv1  �1, . . . ,vn  �n,
thenthere are statesv1, . . . ,vn in M such thatRwv1 : : : vn andv1  �1, . . . ,vn  �n. a

Proposition 2.54 Let � be a modal similarity type. Then the class of m-saturated� -models has the Hennessy-Milner property.
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Proof. We only prove the proposition for the basic modal language. Let M =(W;R; V ) andM0 = (W 0; R0; V 0) be two m-saturated models. It suffices to prove
that the relation! of modal equivalence between states inM and states inM0 is a
bisimulation. We confine ourselves to a proof of the forth condition of a bisimula-
tion, since the condition concerning the propositional variables is trivially satisfied,
and the back condition is completely analogous to the case weprove.

So, assume thatw, v 2 W andw0 2 W 0 are such thatRwv andw ! w0.
Let� be the set of formulas true atv. It is clear that for every finite subset� of� we haveM; v  V�, henceM; w  3V�. As w ! w0, it follows thatM0; w0  3V�, sow0 has anR0-successorv� such thatM0; v�  V�. In
other words,� is finitely satisfiable in the set of successors ofw0; but, then, by
m-saturation,� itself is satisfiable in a successorv0 of w0. Thusv! v0. a
Ultrafilter extensions

So the class of m-saturated models satisfies the Hennessy-Milner property — but
how do we actuallybuild m-saturated models? To this end, we will now introduce
the last of the ‘big four’ model constructions:ultrafilter extensions. The ultrafilter
extension of a structure (model or frame) is a kind ofcompletionof the original
structure. The construction adds states to a model in order to make it m-saturated.
Sometimes the result is a model isomorphic to the original (for example, when
the original model is finite) but when working with infinite models, the ultrafilter
extension always adds lots of new points. power set algebra of a frame; we have
met this operation already in Section 1.4 when we introducedgeneral frames, but
we repeat the definition here.

Definition 2.55 Let � be a modal similarity type, andF = (W;RM)M2� a� -frame.
For each(n+ 1)-ary relationRM, we define the following two operationsmM andmÆM on the power setP(W ) of W .mM(X1; : : : ;Xn) := fw 2W j there existw1; : : : ; wn such thatRMww1 : : : wn andwi 2 Xi for all igmÆM(X1; : : : ;Xn) := fw 2W j for all w1; : : : ; wn: if RMww1 : : : wn,

then there is ani with wi 2 Xig: a
In the basic modal languagem3(X) is the set of points that ‘can see’ a state inX,
andmÆ3(X) is the set of points that ‘only see’ states inX. It follows that for any
modelM V (3�) = m3(V (�)) and V (2�) = mÆ3(V (�)):
Similar identities hold for modal operators of higher arity. Furthermore,mM andmÆM are each other’s dual, in the following sense:
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Proposition 2.56 Let � be a modal similarity type, andF = (W;RM)M2� a � -
frame. For everyn-ary modal operatorM and for everyn-tupleX1; : : : ;Xn of
subsets ofW , we havemÆM(X1; : : : ;Xn) =W nmM(W nX1; : : : ;W nXn):
Proof. Left to the reader. a
We are ready to define ultrafilter extensions. As the name is meant to suggest, the
states of the ultrafilter extension of a modelM are the ultrafilters over the universe
of M. Filters and ultrafilters are discussed in Appendix A. Readers that encounter
this notion for the first time, are advised to make the Exercises 2.5.1–2.5.4.

Definition 2.57 (Ultrafilter Extension) Let � be a modal similarity type, andF = (W , RM)M2� a � -frame. Theultrafilter extensionue F of F is defined as
the frame(Uf (W ); RueM )M2� . HereUf (W ) is the set of ultrafilters overW andRueM u0u1 : : : un holds for a tupleu0; : : : ; un of ultrafilters overW if we have thatmM(X1; : : : ;Xn) 2 u0 wheneverXi 2 ui (for all i with 1 � i � k).

Theultrafilter extensionof a � -modelM = (F; V ) is the modelueM = (ue F,V ue) whereV ue(pi) is the set of ultrafilters of whichV (pi) is a member. a
What are the intuitions behind this definition? First, note that the main ingredients
have a logical interpretation. Any subset of a frame can, in principle, be viewed as
(the extension or interpretation of) aproposition. A filter over the universe of the
frame can thus be seen as atheory, in fact as a logically closed theory, since filters
are both closed under intersection (conjunction) and upward closed (entailment).
Viewed this way, a proper filter is aconsistenttheory, for it does not contain the
empty set (falsum). Finally, an ultrafilter is acompletetheory, or as we will call it,
astate of affairs: for each proposition (subset of the universe) an ultrafilter decides
whether the proposition holds (is a member of the ultrafilter) or not.

How does this relate to ultrafilter extensions? In a given frameF not every state
of affairs need be ‘realized’, in the sense that there is a state satisfying all and
only the propositions belonging to the state of affairs; only the states of affairs that
correspond to theprincipal ultrafilters are realized, namely, as the points of the
frame. We buildue F by adding every state of affairs forF as a new element of the
domain — that is,ue F realizes every proposition inF.

How should we relate these new elements inue F to each other and to the original
elements fromF? The obvious choice is to stipulate thatRueu0u1 : : : un if u0
‘sees’ then-tupleu1, . . . ,un. That is, wheneverX1, . . . ,Xn are propositions ofu1, . . . , un respectively, thenu0 ‘sees’ this combination: that is, the propositionmM(X1; : : : ;Xn) is a member ofu0. The definition of the valuationV ue is self-
explanatory.
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One final comment: a special role in this section is played by the so-calledprin-
cipal ultrafilters overW . Recall that, given an elementw 2 W , the principal
ultrafilter �w generated byw is the filter generated by the singleton setfwg: that
is, �w = fX �W j w 2 Xg. By identifying a statew of a frameF with the prin-
cipal ultrafilter�w, it is easily seen that any frameF is (isomorphic to) asubmodel
(but in general not ageneratedsubmodel) of its ultrafilter extension. For we have
the following equivalences (here proved for the basic modalsimilarity type):Rwv iff w 2 m3(X) for all X �W such thatv 2 X

iff m3(X) 2 �w for all X �W such thatX 2 �v (2.1)

iff Rue�w�v:
Let’s make our discussion more concrete by considering an example.

Example 2.58 Consider the frameN = (N; <) (the natural numbers in their usual
ordering): u0 u1 u2 u3 u4 . . .- - - - -
What is the ultrafilter extension ofN? There are two kinds of ultrafilters over an
infinite set: the principal ultrafilters that are in 1–1 correspondence with the points
of the set, and the non-principal ones which contain all co-finite sets, and only
infinite sets, cf. Exercise 2.5.4. We have just remarked (see(2.1)) that the principal
ultrafilters form an isomorphic copy of the frameN inside ueN. So where are
the non-principal ultrafilters situated? The key fact here is that for any pairu, u0 of
ultrafilters, ifu0 is non-principal, thenRueuu0. To see this, letu0 be a non-principal
ultrafilter, and letX 2 u0. AsX is infinite, for anyn 2 N there is anm such thatn < m andm 2 X. This shows thatm3(X) = N. But N is an element of every
ultrafilteru.

This shows that the ultrafilter extension ofN looks like a gigantic balloon at the
end of an infinite string: it consists of a copy ofN, followed by an large (uncount-
able) cluster consisting of all the non-principal ultrafilters:t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 . . .- - - - - �� ��t t ttt tt tt tt a
We will prove two results concerning ultrafilter extensions. The first one, Proposi-
tion 2.59, is an invariance result: any state in the originalmodel is modally equiv-
alent to the corresponding principal ultrafilter in the ultrafilter extension. Then, in
Proposition 2.61 we show that ultrafilter extensions are m-saturated. Putting these
two facts together leads us to the main result of this section: two states are modally
equivalent iff their representatives in the ultrafilter extensions are bisimilar.
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Proposition 2.59 Let � be a modal similarity type, andM a � -model. Then, for
any formula� and any ultrafilteru overW , V (�) 2 u iff ueM; u  �. Hence, for
every statew ofM we havew! �w.

Proof. The second claim of the proposition is immediate from the first one by the
observation thatw  � iff w 2 V (�) iff V (�) 2 �w.

The proof of the first claim is by induction on�. The basic case is immediate
from the definition ofV ue. The proofs of the boolean cases are straightforward
consequences of the defining properties of ultrafilters. As an example, we treat
negation; suppose that� is of the form: , thenV (: ) 2 u iff W n V ( ) 2 u

iff V ( ) 62 u
iff ueM; u 6  (induction hypothesis)
iff ueM; u  : :

Next, consider the case where� is of the form3 (we only treat the basic modal
similarity type, leaving the general case as an exercise to the reader). Assume first
thatueM; u  3 . Then, there is an ultrafilteru0 such thatRueuu0 andueM; u0  . The induction hypothesis implies thatV ( ) 2 u0, so by the definition ofRue,m3(V ( )) 2 u. Now the result follows immediately from the observation thatm3(V ( )) = V (3 ).

The left-to-right implication requires a bit more work. Assume thatV (3 ) 2 u.
We have to find an ultrafilteru0 such thatV ( ) 2 u0 andRueuu0. The latter con-
straint reduces to the condition thatm3(X) 2 u wheneverX 2 u0, or equivalently
(see Exercise 2.5.5): u00 := fY j mÆ3(Y ) 2 ug � u0:
We will first show thatu00 is closed under intersection. LetY , Z be members ofu00. By definition,mÆ3(Y ) andmÆ3(Z) are inu. But thenmÆ3(Y \ Z) 2 u, asmÆ3(Y \ Z) = mÆ3(Y ) \mÆ3(Z), as a straightforward proof shows. This proves
thatY \ Z 2 u00.

Next we make sure that for anyY 2 u00, Y \ V ( ) 6= ?. Let Y be an ar-
bitrary element ofu00, then by definition ofu00, mÆ3(Y ) 2 u. As u is closed
under intersection and does not contain the empty set, theremust be an elementx in mÆ3(Y ) \ V (3 ). But thenx must have a successory in V ( ). Finally,x 2 mÆ3(Y ) impliesy 2 Y .

¿From the fact thatu00 is closed under intersection, and the fact that for anyY 2u00, Y \ V ( ) 6= ?, it follows that the setu00 [ fV ( )g has the finite intersection
property. So the Ultrafilter Theorem (Fact A.14 in the Appendix) provides us with
an ultrafilteru0 such thatu00 [ fV ( )g � u0. This ultrafilteru0 has the desired
properties: it is clearly a successor ofu, and the fact thatueM; u0   follows
from V ( ) 2 u0 and the induction hypothesis.a
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Example 2.60 As with the invariance results of Section 2.1 (disjoint unions, gen-
erated submodels, and bounded morphisms), our new invariance result can be used
to compare the relative expressive power of modal languages. Consider the modal
constant	 whose truth definition in a model for the basic modal languageisM; w  	 iff M j= Rxx[v℄ for somev in M.

Can such a modality be defined in the basic modal language? No —a bisimulation
based argument given at the end of the previous section already establishes this.
Alternatively, we can see this by comparing the pictures of the frames(N; <) and
its ultrafilter extension given in Example 2.58. The former is loop-free (thus in any
model over this frame,ueM; �0 6 	), but the later contains uncountably many
loops (thusueM; �0  	). So if we want	 we have to add it as a primitive.a
Proposition 2.61 Let � be a modal similarity type, and letM be a� -model. ThenueM is m-saturated.

Proof. We only prove the proposition for the basic modal similaritytype. LetM = (W;R; V ) be a model; we will show that its ultrafilter extensionueM is m-
saturated. Consider an ultrafilteru overW , and a set� of modal formulas which
is finitely satisfiable in the set of successors ofu. We have to find an ultrafilteru0
such thatRueuu0 andueM; u0  �. Define� = fV (�) j � 2 �0g [ fY j mÆ3(Y ) 2 ug;
where�0 is the set of (finite) conjunctions of formulas in�. We claim that the set� has the fip. Since bothfV (�) j � 2 �0g andfY j mÆ3(Y ) 2 ug are closed
under intersection, it suffices to prove that for an arbitrary � 2 �0 and an arbitrary
setY � W for whichmÆ3(Y ) 2 u, we haveV (�) \ Y 6= ?. But if � 2 �0, then
by assumption, there is a successoru00 of u such thatueM; u00  �, or, in other
words,V (�) 2 u00. Then,mÆ3(Y ) 2 u impliesY 2 u00 by Exercise 2.5.5. Hence,V (�) \ Y is an element of the ultrafilteru00 and, therefore, cannot be identical to
the empty set.

It follows by the Ultrafilter Theorem that� can be extended to an ultrafilteru0.
Clearly,u0 is the required successor ofu in which� is satisfied. a
We have finally arrived at the main result of this section: a characterization of
modal equivalence as bisimilarity-somewhere-else — namely, between ultrafilter
extensions.

Theorem 2.62 Let � be a modal similarity type, and letM andM0 be� -models,
andw, w0 two states inM andM0, respectively. ThenM; w!M0; w0 iff ueM; �w $ ueM0; �w0 :
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Proof. Immediate by Propositions 2.59, 2.61 and 2.54.a
Three remarks. First, it is easy to define ultrafilter extensions and prove an analog
of Theorem 2.62 for the basic temporal logic and arrow logic;see Exercises 2.5.8
and 2.5.9. WithPDL the situation is a bit more complex; see Exercise 2.5.11. (The
problem is that the property of one relation being the reflexive transitive closure
of another is not preserved under taking ultrafilter extensions.) Second, we have
not seen the last of ultrafilter extensions. Like disjoint unions, generated submod-
els, and bounded morphisms, ultrafilter extensions are a fundamental modal model
construction technique, and we will make use of them when we discuss frames (in
Chapter 3) and algebras (in Chapter 5). We will shortly see that ultrafilter exten-
sions tie in neatly with ideas from first-order model theory —and we will use this
to prove a second bisimilarity-somewhere-else result, Lemma 2.66. Finally, some
readers may still have the feeling that taking the ultrafilter extension of a model is
a far less natural construction than the other model operations that we have met.
These readers are advised to hold on until (or take a peek ahead towards) Chapter 5,
where we will see that ultrafilter extensions are indeed a very natural byproduct of
modal logic’s duality theory.

Exercises for Section 2.5
2.5.1 LetE be any subset ofP(W ), and letF be the filter generated byE.

(a) Prove that indeed,F is a filter overW . (Show that in general, the intersection of a
collection of filters is again a filter.)

(b) Show thatF is the set of allX 2 P(W ) such that eitherX = W or for someY1,
. . . ,Yn 2 E, Y1 \ � � � \ Yn � X:

(c) Prove thatF is proper (that is: it does not coincide withP(W )) iff E has the finite
intersection property.

2.5.2 LetW be a non-empty set, and letw be an element ofW . Show that the principal
ultrafilter generated byw, that is, the setfX 2 P(W ) j w 2 Xg, is indeed an ultrafilter
overW .

2.5.3 LetF be a filter overW .

(a) Prove thatF is an ultrafilter if and only if it is proper and maximal, that is, it has
no proper extensions.

(b) Prove thatF is an ultrafilter if and only if it is proper and for each pair ofsubsetsX;Y of W we have thatX [ Y 2 F iff X 2 F or Y 2 F .

2.5.4 LetW be an infinite set. Recall thatX �W is co-finiteif W nX is finite.

(a) Prove that the collection of co-finite subsets ofW has the finite intersection prop-
erty.

(b) Show that there are ultrafilters overW that do not contain any finite set.
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(c) Prove that an ultrafilter is non-principal if and only if it contains only infinite sets
if and only if it contains all co-finite sets.

(d) Prove that any ultrafilter overW has uncountably many elements.

2.5.5 Given a modelM = (W;R; V ) and two ultrafiltersu andv overW , show thatRueuv if and only if fY j mÆ3(Y ) 2 ug � v.

2.5.6 LetB = (B;R) be the transitive binary tree; that is,B is the set of finite strings of0s and1s, andR�� holds if� is a proper initial segment of� . The aim of this exercise is
to prove that any non-principal ultrafilter overB determines aninfinitestring of0s and1s.

To this end, letB! be the set of finite and infinite strings of 0s and 1s, andR! the relation
onB! given byR�� if � is an initial segment of� . Define a functionf : Uf (B) ! B!
such that for all ultrafilters overB we haveuRuev iff f(u)R!f(v).
2.5.7 Give an example of a modelM which is point-generated while its ultrafilter exten-
sion is not.

2.5.8 Develop a notion of ultrafilter extension for basic temporallogic, and establish an
analog of Theorem 2.62 for basic temporal logic.

2.5.9 Develop a notion of ultrafilter extension for the arrow language introduced in Exam-
ple 1.14, and establish an analog of Theorem 2.62 for this language.

2.5.10 Show that, in general, first-order formulas are not preserved under ultrafilter ex-
tensions. That is, give a modelM, a statew, and a first-order formula�(x) such thatM j= �(x)[w℄, butueM 6j= �(x)[�w ℄, where�w is the principal ultrafilter generated byw.

2.5.11 Consider a modal similarity type with two diamonds,3 and h�i, and take any
modelM = (S;R;R�; V ) withS = N [ f1g;R = f(n+ 1; n); (1; n) j n 2 Ng;R� = f(m;n) j m;n 2 N;m � ng [ (f1g � S):
Note thatR� is the reflexive transitive closure ofR.

(a) Show thatM;1  2h�i2?.
(b) Letu be an arbitrary non-principal ultrafilter overS. Prove thatRue�1u.
(c) Let u be an arbitrary non-principal ultrafilter overS. Prove thatu has anRue-

successor inueM, and that each of itsRue-successors is again a non-principal
ultrafilter.

(d) Now suppose that we add an new diamondh?i to the language, and that in the
modelueM we takeR? to be the reflexive transitive closure ofRue. Show thatueM; �1  3[?℄3>.

(e) Prove thatRue� 6= R? (hint: use Proposition 2.59), and conclude that the ultrafilter
extension of a regularPDL-model need not be a regularPDL-model.

(f) Prove that every non-principal ultrafilter overS has auniqueRue-successor.
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2.6 Characterization and Definability

In Section 2.3 we posed two important questions about modal expressivity:

(i) What is the modal fragment of first-order logic? That is, which first-order
formulas are equivalent to the standard translation of a modal formula?

(ii) Which properties of models are definable by means of modal formulas?

In this, the first advanced track section of the book, we answer both questions. Our
main tool will be a second characterization of modal equivalence as bisimilarity-
somewhere-else, the Detour Lemma. Unlike the characterization just proved (The-
orem 2.62), the Detour Lemma rests on a number of non-modal concepts and re-
sults, all of which are centered onsaturated models(a standard concept of first-
order model theory). We start by introducing saturated models and use them to
describe the modal fragment of first-order logic. After thatwe show how to build
saturated models. As corollaries we obtain results on modally definable proper-
ties of models. For background information on first-order model theory, see Ap-
pendix A.

The Van Benthem Characterization Theorem

To define the notion of saturated models, we need the concept of �-saturation, but
before giving a formal definition of the latter, we provide aninformal description,
which the reader may want to use as a ‘working’ definition.

Informally, then, the notion of�-saturation can be explained as follows. First of
all, let� (x) be a set of first-order formulas in which a single individual variablex
may occur free — such a set of formulas is called atype. A first-order modelM
realizes� (x) if there is an elementw in M such that for all 2 � ,M j= [w℄.

Next, letM be a model for a given first-order languageL1 with domainW .
For a subsetA � W , L1[A℄ is the language obtained by extendingL1 with new
constantsa for all elementsa 2 A. MA is the expansion ofM to a structure forL1[A℄ in which eacha is interpreted asa.

Assume thatA is of size at most�. For the sake of our informal definition
of �-saturation, assume that� = 3 andA = fa1, a2g. Let � (a1; a2; x) be a
type of the languageL1[A℄; it is not difficult to see that� (a1; a2; x) is consistent
with the first-order theory ofMA iff � (a1; a2; x) is finitely realizable inMA, (that
is, MA realizes everyfinite subset� of � (a1; a2; x)). So, for this particular set� (a1; a2; x), 3-saturation ofM means that if� (a1; a2; x) is finitely realizable inMA, then� (a1; a2; x) is realizable inMA.

Yet another way of looking at3-saturation for this particular set of formulas is
the following. Consider a formula(a1; a2; x), and let(x1; x2; x) be the formula
with the fresh variablesx1 andx2 replacing each occurrence in of a1 anda2,
respectively. Then we have the following equivalence:
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So, a model is�-saturated iff the following holds for everyn < �, and every set�
of formulas of the form(x1; : : : ; xn; x).

If (a1; : : : ; an) is ann-tuple such that for everyfinite� � � there is ab�
such thatM j= (x1; : : : ; xn; x)[a1; : : : ; an; b�℄ for every 2 �,
thenwe have that there is ab such thatM j= (x1; : : : ; xn; x)[a1; : : : ; an; b℄
for every 2 � .

This way of looking at�-saturation is useful, for it makes the analogy with m-
saturation of the previous section clear. Both m-saturatedand countably saturated
models are rich in the number of types� (x) they realize, but the latter are far richer
than the former: they realize the maximum number of types.

Now, for the ‘official’ definition of�-saturation.

Definition 2.63 Let� be a natural number, or!. A modelM is �-saturatedif for
every subsetA �W of size less than�, the expansionMA realizes every set� (x)
ofL1[A℄-formulas (with onlyx occurring free) that is consistent with the first-order
theory ofMA. An !-saturated model is usually calledcountably saturated. a
Example 2.64 (i) Every finite model is countably saturated. For, ifM is finite,
and� (x) is a set of first-order formulas consistent with the first-order theory ofM, there exists a modelN that is elementarily equivalent toM and that realizes� (x). But, asM andN are finite, elementary equivalence implies isomorphism,
and hence� (x) is realized inM.

(ii) The ordering of the rational numbers(Q ; <) is countably saturated as well.
The relevant first-order languageL1 has< and=. Take a subsetA of Q and
let � (x) be a set of formulas in the resulting expansionL1[A℄ of this first-order
language that is consistent with the theory of(Q ; <; a)a2A . Then, there exists a
modelN of the theory of(Q ; <; a)a2A that realizes� (x). Now take a countable
elementary submodelN0 ofN that contains at least one object realizing� (x). ThenN0 is a countable dense linear ordering without endpoints, andhence the ordering
of N0 is isomorphic to(Q ; <). The interpretations (inN) of the constantsa for
elementsa in A may be copied across toN0. Hence, asN realizes� (x), so doesN0, and hence, so does(Q ; <), as required.

(iii) The ordering of the natural numbers(N; <) is not countably saturated. To
see this, consider the following set of formulas.� (x) := f9y1 (y1 < x); : : : ;9y1 : : : yn (y1 < � � � < yn < x); : : :g:� (x) is clearly consistent with the theory of(N; <) as each of its finite subsets is
realizable in(N; <). Yet,� (x) is clearly not realizable in(N; <). a
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The following result explains why countably saturated models matter to us.

Theorem 2.65 Let� be a modal similarity type. Any countably saturated� -model
is m-saturated. It follows that the class of countably saturated� -models has the
Hennessy-Milner property.

Proof. We only consider the basic modal language. Assume thatM = (W;R; V ),
viewed as a first-order model, is countably saturated. Leta be a state inW , and
consider a set� of modal formulas which is finitely satisfiable in the successor set
of a. Define�0 to be the set�0 = fRaxg [ ST x(�);
whereST x(�) is the setfST x(�) j � 2 �g of standard translations of formulas
in�. Clearly,�0 is consistent with the first-order theory ofMa: Ma realizes every
finite subset of�0, namely in some successor ofa. So, by the countable saturation
of M, �0 itself is realized in some stateb. By Ma j= Rax[b℄ it follows thatb is a
successor ofa. Then, by Theorem 2.47 and the fact thatMa j= STx(�)[b℄ for all� 2 �, it follows thatM; b  �. Thus� is satisfiable in a successor ofa. a
In fact, we only need 2-saturation for the proof of Theorem 2.65 to go through.
This is because we restricted ourselves to thebasic modal similarity type. We
leave it to the reader to check to which extent the ‘amount of saturation’ needed to
make the proof of Theorem 2.65 go through depends on the rank of the operators
of the similarity type.

We have yet to show that countably saturated models actuallyexist; this issue
will be addressed below (see Theorem 2.74). For now, we merely want to record the
following important use of saturated models; you may want torecall the definition
of an elementary embedding before reading the result (see Appendix A)).

Lemma 2.66 (Detour Lemma) Let � be a modal similarity type, and letM andN be� -models, andw andv states inM andN, respectively. Then the following
are equivalent.

(i) For all modal formulas�: M; w  � iff N; v  �.
(ii) There exists a bisimulationZ : ueM; �w $ ueN; �v.

(iii) There exist countably saturated modelsM�; w� andN�; v� and elementary
embeddingsf :M 4M� andg : N 4 N� such that

(a) f(w) = w� andg(v) = v�
(b) M�; w� $ N�; v�.

What does the Detour Lemma say in words? Obviously (i)) (ii) is just our old
bisimulation-somewhere-else result (Theorem 2.62). The key new part is the im-
plication (i)) (iii). This says that ifM; w andN; v are modally equivalent, then
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both can be extended — more accurately: elementarily extended — to countably
saturated modelsM�; w� andN�; v�. AsM; w andN; v were modally equivalent,
so areM�; w� andN�; v�; it follows by Theorem 2.65 that the latter two models
are bisimilar. In short, this is a second ‘bisimilarity somewhere else’ result, this
time the ‘somewhere else’ being ‘in some suitable ultrapower’. Notice that in or-
der to prove the Detour Lemma all we need to establish is that every model can be
elementarily embedded in a countably saturated model — there are standard first-
order techniques for doing so, and we will introduce one in the second half of this
section.

With the help of the Detour Lemma, we can now precisely characterize the
relation between first-order logic, modal logic, and bisimulations. To prove the
theorem we need to explicitly define a concept which we have already invoked
informally on several occasions.

Definition 2.67 A first-order formula�(x) in L1� is invariant for bisimulationsif
for all modelsM andN, and all statesw in M, v in N, and all bisimulationsZ
betweenM andN such thatwZv, we haveM j= �(x)[w℄ iff N j= �(x)[v℄. a
Theorem 2.68 (Van Benthem Characterization Theorem)Let �(x) be a first-
order formula inL1� . Then�(x) is invariant for bisimulations iff it is (equivalent
to) the standard translation of a modal� -formula.

Proof. The direction from right to left is a consequence of Theorem 2.20. To prove
the direction from left to right, assume that�(x) is invariant for bisimulations and
consider the set of modal consequences of�:MOC(�) = fST x(�) j � is a modal formula, and�(x) j= ST x(�)g:
Our first claim is that ifMOC(�) j= �(x), then�(x) is equivalent to the translation
of a modal formula. To see why this is so, assume thatMOC(�) j= �(x); then,
by the Compactness Theorem for first-order logic, for some finite subsetX �MOC(�) we haveX j= �(x). So j= VX ! �(x). Trivially j= �(x) ! VX,
thusj= �(x) $ VX. And as every� 2 X is the translation of a modal formula,
so is

VX. This proves our claim.
So it suffices to show thatMOC(�) j= �(x). AssumeM j= MOC(�)[w℄; we

need to show thatM j= �(x)[w℄. LetT (x) = fST x(�) jM j= ST x(�)[w℄g:
We claim thatT (x) [ f�(x)g is consistent. Why? Assume, for the sake of con-
tradiction, thatT (x) [ f�(x)g is inconsistent. Then, by compactness, for some
finite subsetT0(x) � T (x) we havej= �(x) ! :VT0(x). Hence:VT0(x) 2MOC(�). But this impliesM j= :VT0(x)[w℄, which contradictsT0(x) � T (x)
andM j= T (x)[w℄.
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So, letN; v be such thatN j= T (x) [ f�(x)g[v℄. Observe thatw andv are
modally equivalent:M; w  � impliesST x(�) 2 T (x), which impliesN; v  �;
and likewise, ifM; w 6 � thenM; w  :�, andN; v  :�. If modal equivalence
implied bisimilarity we would be done, because thenM; w andN; v would be
bisimilar, and from this we would be able to deduce the desired conclusionM; w j=�(x)[w℄ by invariance under bisimulation. But, in general, modal equivalence does
not imply bisimilarity, so this is not a sound argument.

However, we can use the Detour Lemma and make a detour througha Hennessy-
Milner class where modal equivalence and bisimilarity do coincide! More pre-
cisely, the Detour Lemma yields two countably saturated modelsM�; w� <M; w
andN�; v� < N; v such thatM�; w� $ N�; v�:M; w N; v4��� ���4M�; w� $ N�; v�:
This is where we really need the new characterization of modal equivalence in
terms of bisimulation-somewhere-else that Theorem 2.74 gives us. We need to
‘lift’ the first-order formula�(x) from the modelN; v to the modelN�; v�. By
definition, the truth of first-order formulas is preserved under elementary embed-
dings, so that this can indeed be done. However, first-order formulas need not be
preserved under ultrafilter extensions (see Exercise 2.5.10), and for that reason we
cannot use the ultrafilter extensionueN; �v instead ofN�; v�.

Returning to the main argument,N j= �(x)[v℄ impliesN� j= �(x)[v�℄. As�(x) is invariant for bisimulations, we getM� j= �(x)[w�℄. By invariance under
elementary embeddings, we haveM j= �(x)[w℄. This proves the theorem.a
Ultraproducts

The preceding discussion left us with an important technical question: how do
we get countably saturated models? Our next aim is to answer this question and
thereby prove the Detour Lemma.

The fundamental construction underlying our proof is that of an ultraproduct.
Here we briefly recall the basic ideas; further details may befound in Appendix A.

We first apply the construction to sets, and then to models. SupposeI 6= ?, U is
an ultrafilter overI, and for eachi 2 I,Wi is a non-empty set. LetC = Qi2IWi
be the Cartesian product of those sets. That is:C is the set of all functionsf with
domainI such that for eachi 2 I, f(i) 2 Wi. For two functionsf , g 2 C we say
thatf andg areU -equivalent(notationf �U g) if fi 2 I j f(i) = g(i)g 2 U .
The result is that�U is an equivalence relation on the setC.
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Definition 2.69 (Ultraproduct of Sets) LetfU be the equivalence class off mod-
ulo �U , that is: fU = fg 2 C j g �U fg. Theultraproduct ofWi moduloU is
the set of all equivalence classes of�U . it is denoted by

QU Wi. SoQU Wi = ffU j f 2Qi2IWig:
In the case where all the sets are the same, sayWi = W for all i, the ultraproduct
is called theultrapower ofW moduloU , and written

QU W . a
Following the general definition of the ultraproduct of first-order models (Defini-
tion A.17), we now define the ultraproduct of modal models.

Definition 2.70 (Ultraproduct of Models) Fix a modal similarity type� , and letMi (i 2 I) be� -models. Theultraproduct
QU Mi of Mi moduloU is the model

described as follows.

(i) The universeWU of
QU Mi is the set

QU Wi, whereWi is the universe ofMi.
(ii) Let Vi be the valuation ofMi. Then the valuationVU of

QU Mi is defined
by fU 2 VU (p) iff fi 2 I j f(i) 2 Vi(p)g 2 U:

(iii) Let M be a modal operator in� , andRMi its associated relation in the modelMi. The relationRMU in
QU Mi is given byRMUf1U : : : fn+1U iff fi 2 I j RMif1(i) : : : fn+1(i)g 2 U:

In particular, for a diamond item (iii) boils down toR3UfUgU iff fi 2 I j R3if(i)g(i)g 2 U: a
To show that the above definition is consistent, we should check thatVU andRU
depend only on the equivalence classesf1U , . . . ,fn+1U .

Proposition 2.71 Let
QU M be an ultrapower ofM. Then, for all modal formulas�we haveM; w  � iff
QU M; (fw)U  �, wherefw is the constant function such

that fw(i) = w, for all i 2 I.

Proof. This is left as Exercise 2.6.1.a
To build countably saturated models, we use ultraproducts based on a special kind
of ultrafilters. An ultrafilter iscountably incompleteif it is not closed under count-
able intersections (of course, it will be closed under finiteintersections).
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Example 2.72 Consider the set of natural numbersN. LetU be an ultrafilter overN that does not contain any singletonsfng. (The reader is asked to prove that such
ultrafilters exist in Exercise 2.5.4.) Then, for alln, (N n fng) 2 U . But? = Tn2N(N n fng) =2 U:
SoU is countably incomplete. a
Lemma 2.73 LetL be a countable first-order language,U a countably incomplete
ultrafilter over a non-empty setI, andM anL-model. The ultrapower

QU M is
countably saturated.

Proof. See Appendix A. a
We are now ready to prove the Detour Lemma. In Theorem 2.62 we showed that
‘bisimulation somewhere else’ can mean ‘in the ultrafilter extension’. Now we will
show that it can also mean: ‘in a suitable ultrapower of the original models.’

Theorem 2.74 Let � be a modal similarity type, and letM andN be � -models,
andw andv states inM andN, respectively. Then the following are equivalent.

(i) For all modal formulas�: M; w  � iff N; v  �.

(ii) There exist ultrapowers
QU M and

QU N and as well as a bisimulationZ : QU M; (fw)U $ QU N; (fv)U linking (fw)U and (fv)U , wherefw
(fv) is the constant function mapping every index tow (v).

Proof. It is easy to see that (ii) implies (i). By Proposition 2.71M; w  � iffQU M; (fw)U  �. By assumption this is equivalent to
QU N; (fv)U  �, and

the latter is equivalent toN; v  �.
To prove the implication from (i) to (ii) we have to do some more work. Assume

that for all modal formulas� we haveM; w  � iff N; v  �. We need to create
bisimilar ultrapowers ofM andN.

Take the set of natural numbersN as our index set, and letU be a countably
incomplete ultrafilter overN (cf. Example 2.72). By Lemma 2.73 the ultrapowersQU M and

QU N are countably saturated. Now(fw)U and (fv)U are modally
equivalent: for all modal formulas�,

QU M; (fw)U  � iff
QU N; (fv)U  �.

This claim follows from the assumption thatw andv are modally equivalent to-
gether with Proposition 2.71. Next, apply Theorem 2.65: as(fw)U and(fv)U are
modally equivalent and

QU M and
QU N are countably saturated, there exists a

bisimulationZ :QU M; (fw)U $ QU N; (fv)U . This proves the theorem.a
We obtain the Detour Lemma as an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.74 and
Theorem 2.62.
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Definability

Our next aim is to answer the second of the two questions posedat the start of this
section: which properties of models are definable by means ofmodal formulas?
Like the Detour Lemma, the answer is a corollary of Theorem 2.74. We formulate
the result in terms ofpointed models. Given a modal similarity type� , a pointed
model is a pair(M; w) whereM is a � -model andw is a state ofM. Although
the results below can also be given for models, the use of pointed models allows
for a smoother formulation, mainly because pointed models reflect the local way
in which modal formulas are evaluated.

We need some further definitions. A class of pointed modelsK is said to be
closed under bisimulationsif (M; w) in K andM; w $ N; v implies (N; v) inK. K is closed under ultraproductsif any ultraproduct

QU (Mi; wi) of a family of
pointed models(Mi; wi) in K belongs toK. If K is a class of pointed� -models,K
denotes the complement ofK within the class of all pointed� -models. Finally,K is
definable by a set of modal formulasif there is a set of modal formulas� such that
for any pointed model(M; w) we have(M; w) in K iff for all  2 � ,M; w  ;K is definable by a single modal formula iff it is definable by a singleton set.

By Proposition 2.47 definable classes of pointed models mustbe closed under
bisimulations, and by Corollary A.20 they must be closed under ultraproducts as
well. Theorems 2.75 and 2.76 below show that these two closure conditions suffice
to completely describe the classes of pointed models that are definable by means
of modal formulas.

Theorem 2.75 Let� be a modal similarity type, andK a class of pointed� -models.
Then the following are equivalent.

(i) K is definable by a set of modal formulas.
(ii) K is closed under bisimulations and ultraproducts, andK is closed under

ultrapowers.

Proof. The implication from (i) to (ii) is easy. For the converse, assumeK andK
satisfy the stated closure conditions. Observe thatK is closed under bisimulations,
asK is. DefineT as the set of modal formulas holding inK:T = f� j for all (M; w) in K: M; w  �g:
We will show thatT defines the classK. First of all, by definition every pointed
model(M; w) in K is a model satisfyingT in the sense thatM; w  T . Second,
assume thatM; w  T ; to complete the proof of the theorem we show that(M; w)
must be inK.

Define� to be the modal theory ofw; that is,� = f� j M; w  �g. It is
obvious that� is finitely satisfiable inK; for suppose that the setf�1; : : : ; �ng �� is not satisfiable inK. Then the formula:(�1 ^ � � � ^ �n) would be true on all
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pointed models inK, so it would belong toT , yet be false inM; w. But then the
following claim shows that� is satisfiable in the ultraproduct of pointed models
in K.

Claim 1 Let� be a set of modal formulas, andK a class of pointed models in
which� is finitely satisfiable. Then� is satisfiable in some ultraproduct of models
in K.

Proof of Claim.Define an index setI as the collection of all finite subsets of�:I = f�0 � � j �0 is finiteg:
By assumption, for eachi 2 I there is a pointed model(Ni; vi) in K such thatNi; vi  i. We now construct an ultrafilterU over I such that the ultraproductQU Ni has a statefU with

QU Ni; fU  �.
For each� 2 �, let b� be the set of alli 2 I such that� 2 i. Then the setE = fb� j � 2 �g has the finite intersection property becausef�1; : : : ; �ng 2 b�1 \ � � � \ b�n:

So, by Fact A.14,E can be extended to an ultrafilterU overI. This defines
QU Ni;

for the definition offU , letWi denote the universe of the modelNi and consider
the functionf 2Qi2IWi such thatf(i) = vi.

It is left to prove that QU Ni; fU  �: (2.2)

To prove (2.2), observe that fori 2 b� we have� 2 i, and soNi; vi  �. Therefore,
for each� 2 � fi 2 I j Ni; vi  �g � b� andb� 2 U:
It follows thatfi 2 I j Ni; vi  �g 2 U , so by Theorem A.19,

QU Ni; fU  �.
This proves (2.2). a
It follows from Claim 1 and the closure ofK under taking ultraproducts that� is
satisfiable in some pointed model(N; v) in K. ButN; v  � implies thatv and
the statew from our original pointed model(M; w) are modally equivalent. So by
Theorem 2.74 there exists an ultrafilterU 0 such thatQU 0(N; v); (fv)U $ QU 0(M; w); (fw)U :
By closure under ultraproducts, the pointed model(QU 0(N; v); (fv)U ) belongs toK. Hence by closure under bisimulations,(QU 0(M; w); (fw)U ) is inK as well. By
closure ofK under ultrapowers it follows that(M; w) is in K. This completes the
proof. a
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Theorem 2.76 Let� be a modal similarity type, andK a class of pointed� -models.
Then the following are equivalent.

(i) K is definable by means of a single modal formula.
(ii) BothK andK are closed under bisimulations and ultraproducts.

Proof. The direction from (i) to (ii) is easy. For the converse we assume thatK,K satisfy the stated closure conditions. Then both are closedunder ultraproducts,
hence by Theorem 2.75 there are sets of modal formulasT1, T2 definingK andK, respectively. Obviously their union is inconsistent in the sense that there is no
pointed model(M; w) such that(M; w)  T1 [ T2. So then, by compactness,
there exist�1, . . . ,�n 2 T1 and 1; : : : ;  m 2 T2 such that for all pointed models(M; w) M; w  �1 ^ � � � ^ �n ! : 1 _ � � � _ : m: (2.3)

To complete the proof we show thatK is in fact defined by the conjunction�1 ^� � � ^ �n. By definition, for any(M; w) in K we haveM; w  �1 ^ � � � ^ �n.
Conversely, ifM; w  �1 ^ � � � ^ �n, then, by (2.3),M; w  : 1 _ � � � _ : m.
Hence,M; w 6 T2. Therefore,(M; w) does not belong toK, whence(M; w)
belongs toK. a
Theorems 2.75 and 2.76 correspond to analogous definabilityresults in first-order
logic: to get the analogous first-order results, simply replace closure under bisim-
ulations in 2.75 and 2.76 by closure under isomorphisms; seethe Notes at the end
of the chapter for further details. This close connection tofirst-order logic may
explain why the results of this section seem to generalize toany modal logic that
has a standard translation into first-order logic. For example, all of the results of
this section can also be obtained for basic temporal logic.

Exercises for Section 2.6
2.6.1 Prove Proposition 2.71: Let

QU M be an ultrapower ofM. Then, for all modal
formulas� we haveM; w  � iff

QU M; (fw)U  �, wherefw is the constant function
such thatfw(i) = w, for all i 2 I .

2.6.2 Give simple proofs of Theorem 2.75 and Theorem 2.76 using theanalogous proof
for first-order logic (see Theorem A.23).

2.6.3 Let I be an index set, and letfMigi2I andfNigi2I be two collections of models
such that for eachi 2 I ,Mi $ Ni. Show that for any ultrafilterU overI , the ultraproducts
of the two collections are bisimilar:

QU Mi $ QU Ni.
2.6.4 (a) Show that the ultraproduct of point-generated models need not be point-

generated.
(b) How is this for transitive models?
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2.7 Simulation and Safety

Theorem 2.68 provided a result characterizing the modal fragment of first-order
logic as the class of formulas invariant for bisimulations.In this section we present
two further results in the same spirit; we focus on these results not just because they
are interesting and typical of current work in modal model theory, but also because
they provide instructive examples of how to apply the tools and proof strategies we
have discussed. We first look at a notion of simulation that has been introduced
in various settings, and characterize the modal formulas preserved by simulations.
We then examine a question that arises in the setting of dynamic logic and process
algebra: which operations on models preserve bisimulation? That is, if we have
the back-and-forth clauses holding forR, and we apply an operationO toR which
returns a new relationO(R), then when do we also have the back-and-forth-clauses
for O(R)?
Simulations

A simulation is simply a bisimulation from which half of the atomic clause and the
back clause have been omitted.

Definition 2.77 (Simulations) Let � be a modal similarity type. LetM = (W ,RM, V )M2� andM0 = (W 0; R0M; V 0)M2� be� -models. A non-empty binary relationZ � W �W 0 is called a� -simulationfromM toM0 if the following conditions
are satisfied.

(i) If wZw0 andw 2 V (p), thenw0 2 V 0(p).
(ii) If wZw0 andRMwv1 : : : vn then there arev01, . . . , v0n (in W 0) such thatR0Mw0v01 : : : v0n and for alli (1 � i � n) viZv0i.

Thus, simulations only require that atomic information is preserved and that the
forth condition holds.

If Z is a simulation fromw in M to w0 in M0, we writeZ : M; w !M0; w0;
if there is a simulationZ such thatZ : M; w ! M0; w0, we sometimes writeM; w!M0; w0.

A modal formula� is preserved undersimulations if for all modelsM andM0,
and all statesw andw0 in M andM0, respectively,M; w  � impliesM0; w0  �,
whenever it is the case thatM; w!M0; w0. a
In various forms and under various names simulations have been considered in the-
oretical computer science. In the study of refinement,! is interpreted as follows:
if M; w!M0; w0 then (the system modeled by)M0; w0 refines or implements (the
system modeled by)M; w. And in the database world one looks at simulations the
other way around: ifM; w!M0; w0, thenM0; w0 constrainsthe structure ofM; w
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by only allowing those relational patterns that are presentinM0; w0 itself. Note that
if M; w !M0; w0 thenM0; w0 cannot enforce the presence of patterns. (See the
Notes for references.) The following question naturally arises: which formulas
are preserved when passing fromM; w toM0; w0 along a simulation? Or, dually,
which constraints onM; w can be expressed by requiring thatM; w!M0; w0?

Clearly simulations do not preserve the truth of all modal formulas. In particular,
letM be a one-point model with domainfwg and empty relation; then, there is a
simulation fromM; w to any state with the same valuation, no matter which model
it lives in. Using this observation it is easy to show that universal modal formulas of
the form2(� � �) orO(� � �) are not preserved under simulations. On the other hand,
by clause (ii) of Definition 2.77 existential modal formulasof the form3(� � �) orM(� � �) are preserved under simulations. This leads to the conjecture that a modal
formula is preserved under simulations if, and only if, it isequivalent to a formula
that has been built from proposition letters, using only^, _ and existential modal
operators, that is, diamonds or triangles. Below we will prove this conjecture; our
proof follows the proof of Theorem 2.68 to a large extent but there is an important
difference. Since we are workingwithin a modal language, and not in first-order
logic, we can make do with a detour via (m-saturated) ultrafilter extensions rather
than the (countably saturated) ultrapowers needed in the proof of Theorem 2.68.

Call a modal formulapositive existentialif it has been built up from proposition
letters, using onlŷ , _ and existential modal operators3 and4.

Theorem 2.78 Let� be a modal similarity type, and let� be a� -formula. Then�
is preserved under simulations iff it is equivalent to a positive existential formula.

Proof. The easy inductive proof that positive existential formulas are preserved
under simulations is left to the reader. For the converse, assume that� is preserved
under simulations, and consider the set of positive existential consequences of�:PEC(�) = f j  is positive existential and� j=  g:
We will show thatPEC(�) j= �; then, by compactness,� is equivalent to a positive
existential modal formula. Assume thatM; w  PEC(�); we need to show thatM; w  �. Let� = f: j  is positive existential andM; w 6  g.

Our first claim is that the setf�g[� is consistent. For, suppose otherwise. Then
there are formulas: 1, . . . ,: n 2 � such that� j=  1 _ � � � _  n. By definition
each formula i is a positive existential formula, hence, so is 1 _ � � � _  n. But
thenM; w   1 _ � � � _  n, by assumption; from this it follows thatM; w   i
for somei (1 � i � n). This contradicts: i 2 � .

As a corollary we find a modelN and a statev of N such thatN; v  � ^V� .
Clearly, for every positive existential formula , if N; v   , thenM; w   .
It follows from Proposition 2.59 that for the ultrafilter extensionsueM andueN
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we have the same relation: for every positive existential formula , if ueN; �v  , thenueM; �w   . By exploiting the fact that ultrafilter extensions are m-
saturated (Proposition 2.61), it can be shown that this relation is in fact a simulation
from ueN; �v to ueM; �w; see Exercise 2.7.1.

In a diagram we have now the following situation.N; v M; w!��� ���!ueN; �v ! ueM; �w:
We can carry� around the diagram fromN; v to M; w as follows. N; v  �
impliesueN; �v  � by Proposition 2.59. Since� is preserved under simulations,
we getueM; �w  �. By Proposition 2.59 again we concludeM; w  �. a
Using Theorem 2.78 we can also answer the second of the two questions raised
above. Call a constraint� expressibleif wheneverM; w satisfies� andN; v !M; w, thenN; v also satisfies�. By Theorem 2.78 the expressible constraints
(in first-order logic) are precisely the ones that are (equivalent to) the standard
translations of negative universal modal formulas, that is, translations of modal
formulas built up from negated proposition letters using only _, ^ and universal
modal operators2 andO.

Safety

Recall from Exercise 2.2.6 that bisimulations preserve thetruth of formulas from
propositional dynamic logic. This result hinges on the factthat bisimulations not
only preserve the relationsRa corresponding to atomic programs, but also relations
that are definable from these usingPDL’s relational repertoire[, ; and�. Put differ-
ently, if the back-and-forth conditions in the definition ofa bisimulation hold for
the relationsRa1 , . . . ,Ran , . . . , then they also hold for any relation that is definable
from these using[, ; and�; these operations are ‘safe’ for bisimulation.

In this part of the section we work with modal similarity types having diamonds
only.

Definition 2.79 Let � be a modal similarity type, and let�(x; y) denote anL1� (�)-
formula with at most two free variables. Then�(x; y) is calledsafe for bisimula-
tions if the following holds.

If Z : M $ M0 is a bisimulation withwZw0 and for some statev of M we
haveM j= �(x; y)[wv℄,
thenthere is a statev0 of M0 such thatM0 j= �(x; y)[w0v0℄ andvZv0.
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In words,�(x; y) is safe if the back-and-forth clauses hold for�(x; y) whenever
they hold for the atomic relations.a
Example 2.80 (i) All PDL program constructors (;, [, and�) are safe for bisimu-
lations. For instance, assume thatwZw0, whereZ is a bisimulation, and(w; v) 2(R ; S) in M. Then, there existsu with Rwu andSuv in M; hence by the back-
and-forth conditions forR andS, we findu0 with uZu0 andR0w0u0 in M0, and a
statev0 with vZv0 andS0u0v0 in M0. Thenv0 is the required(R ; S)-successor ofw0 in M0.

(ii) Atomic tests(P )?, defined by(P )? := f(x; y) j x = y^Pyg, are safe. For,
assume thatwZw0, whereZ is a bisimulation, and(w; v) 2 (P )?. Thenw = v andM j= Px[w℄. By the atomic clause in the definition of bisimulation, thisimpliesM0 j= Px[w0℄. Hence,(w0; w0) 2 (P )?, as required.

(iii) Dynamic negation�(R), defined by�(R) = f(x; y) j x = y ^:9z Rxzg,
is safe. For, assume thatwZw0, whereZ is a bisimulation, and(w; v) 2 �(R) inM. Then,w = v andw has noR-successors inM. Now, suppose thatw0 did have
anR0-successor inM0; then, by the back-and-forth conditions,w would have to
have anR-successor inM — a contradiction.

(iv) Intersection of relations is not safe; see Exercise 2.7.2. a
Which operations are safe for bisimulations? Below, we givea complete answer for
the restricted case where we consider first-order definable operations and languages
with diamonds only. We need some preparations before we can prove this result.

First, we define a modal formula� to becompletely additive in a proposition
letterp if it satisfies the following.

For every family of non-empty setsfXigi2I such thatV (p) = SiXi we
have(W;R1; : : : ; V ); w  � iff, for some i, (W;R1; : : : ; Vi); w  p, whereVi(p) = Xi andVi(q) = V (q) for q 6= p.

Completely additive formulas can be characterized syntactically. To this end, we
need the following technical lemma. Letp be a fixed proposition letter. We write$� to denote the existence of a bisimulation for the modal language without the
proposition letterp (exactly which proposition letter is meant will be clear in the
applications of the lemma).

Lemma 2.81 Assume thatZ : M; w0 $� N; v0, whereM andN are intransi-
tive tree-like transition systems withw0R � � �Rwn (in M), v0R � � �Rvn (in N) andwiZvi (1 � i � n). Then there are extensions(M�; w0) of (M; w0) and(N�; v0)
of (N; v0) (i.e., the universe ofM is a subset of the universe ofM�, and likewise
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for N andN�) such that(M; w0) Z : $� (N; v0)$��� ���$(M�; w0) Z 0 : $� (N�; v0);
whereZ 0 is such that for anyi (1 � i � n) we have thatwi andvi are only related
to each other.

Proof. See Exercise 2.7.3.a
Lemma 2.82 A modal formula is completely additive inp iff it is equivalent to a
disjunction of path formulas, that is, formulas of the form 0 ^ ha1i( 1 ^ � � � ^ hani( n ^ p) � � �); (2.4)

wherep occurs in none of the formulas i.
Proof. We only prove the hard direction. Assume that� is completely additive inp. Define COC(�) :=_f j  is of the form (2.4) and j= �g;
that is,COC(�) is an infinite disjunction of modal formulas. We will show that� j= COC(�); then, by compactness,� is equivalent to a finite disjunction of
formulas of the form specified in (2.4), and this proves the lemma.

So, assume thatM; w0  �; we need to showM; w0  COC(�). It suffices to
find a formula of the form specified in (2.4) such thatM; w0   and j= �.
By Lemma 2.15 we may assume thatM is an intransitive, tree-like model with
rootw0. As � is completely additive inp, we may also assume thatV (p) is just a
singletonwn; see Figure 2.8. Consider the following description of the above path
leading up town:	(x0; : : : ; xn) = fST xi( ) j  2 tp�(wi) and0 � i � ng[ fRixixi+1 j 0 � i � n� 1g [ fPxng;
where we usetp�(wi) to denote the set ofp free modal formulas satisfied bywi.
The remainder of the proof is devoted to showing that	(x0; : : : ; xn) j= ST x0(�),
and this will do to prove the lemma. For if	(x0; : : : ; xn) j= ST x0(�), then, for
some finite subset	0(x0; : : : ; xn) � 	(x0; : : : ; xn) we have	0(x0; : : : ; xn) j=STx0(�), by compactness. Sincex0 is theonly free variable inST x0(�), this gives9x1 : : : xn 	0(x0; : : : ; xn) j= ST x0(�). It is easy to see that the latter formula is
(the standard translation of) a path formula . Hence, we have found our formula
satisfyingM; w0   and j= �.
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Fig. 2.8. True at only one state.

To show that	(x0; : : : ; xn) j= ST x0(�) we proceed as follows. Take a modelN with N j= 	(x0; : : : ; xn)[v0v1 : : : vn℄; we need to show thatN j= STx0(�)[v0℄.
It follows from the definition of	 that eachwi andvi agree on allp free modal
formulas.

We may assume thatN is an intransitive tree with rootv. Take countably satu-
rated elementary extensionsMy; w0 andNy; v0 of M; w0 andN; v0, respectively.
SinceMy andNy are elementary extensions ofM andN, respectively, we may
assume a number of things about(My; w0) and(Ny; v0) — things that can be ex-
pressed by first-order means, and hence are preserved under passing from a model
to any of its elementary extensions. First, we may assume that w0 andv0 have no
incomingR-transitions, for anyR, since this can be expressed by means of the
collection of all formulas of the form8y:Ryx, whereR is a binary relation sym-
bol in our language. Second, we may assume that states different fromw0 andv0
have at most one incomingR-transition, for anyR, since this can be expressed by
the set of formulas of the form8xyz (Ryx ^Rzx! y = z). Summarizing, then,My; w0 andNy; v0 are very much like intransitive trees with rootsw0 andv0 — but
possibly not quite: we have no guarantee that all nodes inMy andNy are actually
accessible fromw0 andv0, respectively, in finitely many steps.

Now, from the fact thatwi andvi agree on all modal formulas and Theorem 2.65,
we obtain a bisimulationZy such thatZy : My; wi $� Ny; vi. Next, we want to
apply Lemma 2.81, but to be able to do so, our models need to be rooted, intran-
sitive trees. We can guarantee this by taking submodelsMyÆ andNyÆ of My andNy that are generated byw0 andv0, respectively. Clearly, for someZ, we haveZ :MyÆ $� NyÆ.

By Lemma 2.81 we can move to bisimilar extensionsMy� andNy� of MyÆ andNyÆ, respectively, and find a special bisimulationZ 0 linking wi andvi only to each
other (for1 � i � n), as indicated in Figure 2.9.

We will amend the modelsMy� andNy� as follows. We shrink the interpretation
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Fig. 2.9. Linkingwi only to vi (1 � i � n).

of the proposition letterp so that it only holds atwn andvn. This allows us to
extendZ 0 to a full directed simulationZ 00 for the whole language:(M; w0) 4 (My; w0) Zy : $� (Ny; v0) < (N; v0)$��� ���$(MyÆ; w0) Z : $� (NyÆ; v0)$��� ���$(My�; w0) Z 0 : $� (Ny�; v0)Shrink V (p) ��� ���Expand V (p)(My��; w0) Z 00 : $ (Ny��; v0):

(2.5)

We can chase� around the diagram displayed in (2.5), fromM; w0 to N; v0; see
Exercise 2.7.4. This proves the lemma.a
Lemma 2.83 For any programa and any formulas� and , the following identi-
ties hold in any model:

(i) (:�)? = �(�)?
(ii) (� ^  )? = (�)? ; ( )?

(iii) (hai�)? = ��(a ; (�)?).
The proof of this lemma is left as Exercise 2.7.5.

Theorem 2.84 Let� be a modal similarity type containing only diamonds, and let�(x; y) be a first-order formula inL1� (�). Then�(x; y) is safe for bisimulations
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iff it can be defined from atomic formulasRaxy and atomic tests(P )? using only;, [ and�.

Proof. To see that the constructions mentioned are indeed safe, consult Exam-
ple 2.80. Now, to prove the converse, let�(x; y) be a safe first-order operation, and
choose anewproposition letterp. Our first observation is that9y (�(x; y)^Py) is
preserved under bisimulations. So by Theorem 2.68, the formula9y (�(x; y)^Py)
is equivalent to a modal formula�.

Next we exploit special properties of� to arrive at our conclusion. First, because
of its special form,9y (�(x; y) ^ Py) is completely additive inP , and hence,� is completely additive inp. Therefore, by Lemma 2.82 it is (equivalent to) a
disjunction of the form specified in (2.4). Then,�(x; y) must be definable using
the corresponding union of relations( 0)? ; a1 ; ( 1)? ; � � � ; an ; ( n)?. Finally, by
using Lemma 2.83 all complex tests can be pushed inside untilwe get a formula of
the required form, involving only;, [,� and?. a
Exercises for Section 2.7
2.7.1 Assume thatM andM0 are m-saturated models and suppose that for every positive
existential formula� it holds thatM; w  � only if M0; w0  � for somew andw0. Prove
thatM; w!M0; w0.
2.7.2 Prove that intersection of relations is not an operation that is safe for bisimulations
(see Example 2.80).

2.7.3 The aim of this exercise is to prove Lemma 2.81: assume thatZ :M; w0 $� N; v0,
whereM andN are intransitive tree-like transition systems withw0Rj � � �Rkwn (in M),v0Rj � � �Rkvn (inN) andwiZvi (1 � i � n).

(a) Explain why we may assume that all bisimulation links (betweenM andN) occur
between states at the same height in the tree.

(b) Next, work your way up along the branchw0Rj � � �Rkwn and remove any double
bisimulation links involving thewi. from thewi. More precisely, and starting at
height 1, assume thatw1Zv1 andw1Zv. Add a copy of the submodel generated
byw1 toM, connectw0 to the copyw01 of w1 byRj , and ‘divert’ the bisimulation
link w1Zv tow01Zv. Show that the resulting modelM0 is bisimilar (in the sense of$) toM and thatM0 is bisimilar toN (in the sense of$�).

(c) Similar to the previous item, but now working up the branch v0Rj � � �Rkvn in N
to eliminate any double bisimulation links ending in one of thevis (1 � i � n).

(d) By putting together the previous items conclude that there are extensions(M�; w0)
of (M; w0) and(N�; v0) of (N; v0) (i.e., the universe ofM is a subset of the uni-
verse ofM�, and likewise forN andN�) such that(M; w0) Z : $� (N; v0)$��� ���$(M�; w0) Z 0 : $� (N�; v0);
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whereZ 0 is such that for anyi (1 � i � n) we have thatwi andvi are only related
to each other.

2.7.4 Explain why we can chase� around the diagram displayed in (2.5) to inferN; v0  �
fromM; w0  �.

2.7.5 Prove Lemma 2.83.

2.8 Summary of Chapter 2I New Models from Old Ones: Taking disjoint unions, generated submodels, and
bounded morphic images are three important ways of buildingnew models from
old that leave the truth values of modal formulas invariant.I Bisimulations: Bisimulations offer a unifying perspective on model invariance,
and each of the constructions just mentioned is a kind of bisimulation. Bisimi-
larity implies modal equivalence, but the converse does nothold in general. On
image-finite models, however, bisimilarity and modal equivalence coincide.I Using Bisimulations: Bisimulations can be used to establish non-definability
results (for example, to show that the global modality is notdefinable in the ba-
sic modal language), or to create models satisfying specialrelational properties
(for example, to show that every satisfiable formula is satisfiable in a tree-like
model).I Finite Model Property: Modal languages have the finite model property (f.m.p.).
One technique for establishing the f.m.p. is by a selection of states argument
involving finite approximations to bisimulations. Another, the filtration method,
works by collapsing as many states as possible.I Standard Translation: The standard translation maps modal languages into clas-
sical languages (such as the language of first-order logic) in a way that reflects
the satisfaction definition. Every modal formula is equivalent to a first-order
formula in one free variable; if the similarity type is finite, finitely many vari-
ables suffice to translate all modal formulas. Propositional dynamic logic has to
be mapped into a richer classical logic capable of expressing transitive closure.I Ultrafilter Extensions: Ultrafilter extensions are built by using the ultrafilters
over a given model as the states of a new model, and defining an appropriate re-
lation between them. This leads to the first bisimilarity-somewhere-else result:
two states in two models are modally equivalent if and only iftheir (counterparts
in) the ultrafilter extensions of the two models are bisimilar.I Van Benthem Characterization Theorem: The Detour Lemma — a bisimilarity-
somewhere-else result in terms of ultrapowers — can be used to prove the Van
Benthem Characterization Theorem: the modal fragment of first-order logic is
the set of formulas in one free variable that are invariant for bisimulations.



2.8 Summary of Chapter 2 119I Definability: The Detour Lemma also leads to the following result: the modally
definable classes of (pointed) models are those that are closed under bisimula-
tions and ultraproducts, while their complements are closed under ultrapowers.I Simulation: The modal formulas preserved under simulations are precisely the
positive existential ones.I Safety: An operation on relations is safe for bisimulations if whenever the back-
and-forth conditions hold for the base relations, they alsohold for the result
of applying the operation to the relations. The first-order operations safe for
bisimulations are the ones that can be defined from atoms and atomic tests,
using only composition, union, and dynamic negation.

Notes

Kanger, Kripke, Hintikka, and others introduced models to modal logic in the late
1950s and early 1960s, and relational semantics (or Kripke semantics as it was
usually called) swiftly became the standard way of thinkingabout modal logic.
In spite of this, much of the material discussed in this chapter dates not from the
1960s, or even the 1970s, but from the late 1980s and 1990s. Why? Because re-
lational semantics was not initially regarded as of independent interest, rather it
was thought of as a tool that lead to interesting modal completeness theory and
decidability results. Only in the early 1970s (with the discovery of the frame in-
completeness results) did modal expressivity become an active topic of research
— and even then, such investigations were initially confinedto expressivity at the
level of frames rather than at the level of models. Thus the most fundamental level
of modal semantics was actually the last to be explored mathematically.

Generated submodels and bounded morphisms arose as tools for manipulating
the canonical models used in modal completeness theory (we discuss canonical
models in Chapter 4).Point-generated submodels, however, were already men-
tioned, under the name of connected model structures, in Kripke [291]. Bounded
morphisms go back to at least Segerberg [396], where they arecalledpseudo epi-
morphisms; this soon got shortened down top-morphism, which remains the most
widely used terminology. A very similar, earlier, notion isin de Jongh and Troel-
stra [103]. The namebounded morphismstems from Goldblatt [192]. Disjoint
unions and ultrafilter extensions seem to have first been isolated when modal lo-
gicians started investigating modal expressivity over frames in the 1970s (along
with generated submodels and bounded morphisms they are thefour constructions
needed in the Goldblatt-Thomason theorem, which we discussin the following
chapter). Neither construction is as useful as generated submodels and bounded
morphisms when it comes to proving completeness results, which is probably why
they weren’t noted earlier. However, both arise naturally in the context of modal
duality theory, cf. Goldblatt [190, 191]. Ultrafilter extensions independently came
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about in the model-theoretic analysis of modal logic, see Fine [140]; the name
seems to be due to van Benthem. The unraveling construction (that is, unwind-
ing arbitrary models into trees; see Proposition 2.15) is helpful in many situations.
Surprisingly, it was first used as early as in 1959, by Dummettand Lemmon [125],
but the method only seems to have become widely known becauseof Sahlqvist’s
heavy use of it in his classic 1975 paper [388].

Vardi [434] has stressed the importance of thetree model propertyof modal
logic: the property that a formula is satisfiable iff it is satisfiable at the root of a
tree-like model. The tree model property paves the way for the use of automata-
theoretic tools and tableaux-based proof methods. Moreover, it is essential for
explaining the so-called robust decidability of modal logic — the phenomenon
that the basic modal logic is decidable itself, and of reasonably low complexity,
and that these features are preserved when the basic modal logic is extended by a
variety of additional constructions, including counting,transitive closure, and least
fixed points.

We discussed two ways of building finite models: the selection method and
filtration. However, the use of finitealgebraspredates the use of finite models:
they were first used in 1941 by McKinsey [328]; Lemmon [302] used and extended
this method in 1966. The use of model-theoretic filtration dates back to Lemmon
and Scott’s long unpublished monographIntensional Logic[303] (which began
circulating in the mid 1960s); it was further developed in Segerberg’sAn Essay in
Classical Modal Logic[396], which also seems to have given the method its name
(see also Segerberg [394]). We introduced the selection method via the notion of
finitely approximating a bisimulation, an idea which seems to have first appeared
in 1985 in Hennessy and Milner [225].

The standard translation, in various forms, can be found in the work of a number
of writers on modal and tense logic in the 1960s — but its importance only became
fully apparent when the first frame incompleteness results were proved. Thoma-
son [426], the paper in which frame incompleteness results was first established,
uses the standard translation — and shows why the move to frames and validities
requires asecond-order perspective (something we will discuss in the following
chapter). Thus the need became clear for a thorough investigation of the relation
between modal and classical logic, and correspondence theory was born. But al-
though other authors (notably Sahlqvist [388]) helped pioneer correspondence the-
ory, it was the work of Van Benthem [35] which made clear the importance of sys-
tematic use of the standard translation to access results and techniques from classi-
cal modal theory. The observation that at most two variablesare needed to translate
basic modal formulas into first-order logic is due to Gabbay [158]. The earliest
systematic study of finite variable fragments seems to be dueto Henkin [223] in
the setting of algebraic logic, and Immerman and Kozen [246]study the link with
complexity and database theory. Consult Otto [355] for moreon finite variable
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logics. Keisler [272] is still a valuable reference for infinitary logic. A variety of
other translations from modal to classical logic have been studied, and for a wide
variety of purposes. For example, simply standardly translating modal logics into
first-order logic and then feeding the result to a theorem prover is not an efficient
way of automating modal theorem proving. But the idea of automating modal rea-
soning via translation is interesting, and a variety of translations more suitable for
this purpose have been devised; see Ohlbachet al. [351] for a survey.

Under the name of p-relations, bisimulations were introduced by Johan van Ben-
them in the course of his work on correspondence theory. Key references here are
Van Benthem’s 1976 PhD thesis [35]; his 1983 book based on thethesis [35]; and
[42], his 1984 survey article on correspondence theory. In keeping with the spirit
of the times, most of Van Benthem’s early work on correspondence theory dealt
with frame definability (in fact he devotes only 6 of the 227 pages in his book
to expressivity over models). Nonetheless, much of this chapter has its roots in
this early work, for in his thesis Van Benthem introduced theconcept of a bisim-
ulation (he used the namep-relation in [35, 41], and the namezigzag relationin
[42]) and proved the Characterization Theorem. His original proof differs from
the one given in the text: instead of appealing to saturated models, he employs an
elementary chains argument. Explicitly isolating the Detour Lemma (which brings
out the importance of ultrapowers) opens the way to Theorems2.75 and 2.76 on
definability and makes explicit the interesting analogies with first-order model the-
ory discussed below. On the other hand, the original proof ismore concrete. Both
are worth knowing. The first published proof using saturatedmodels seems to be
due to Rodenburg [382], who used it to characterize the first-order fragment corre-
sponding to intuitionistic logic.

The back-and-forth clauses of a bisimulation can be adaptedto analyze the ex-
pressivity of a wide range of extended modal logics (such as those studied in Chap-
ter 7), and such analyses are now commonplace. Bisimulationbased characteriza-
tions have been given for the modal mu-calculus by Janin and Walukiewicz [249],
for temporal logics with since and until by Kurtonina and De Rijke [295], for
subboolean fragments of knowledge representation languages by Kurtonina and
De Rijke [296], and for CTL� by Moller and Rabinovich [339]. Related model-
theoretic characterizations can be found in Immerman and Kozen [246] (for finite
variable logics) and Toman and Niwiński [430] (for temporal query languages).
Rosen [384] presents a version of the Characterization Theorem that also works
for the case of finite models; the proof given in the text breaks down in the finite
case as it relies on compactness and saturated models.

But bisimulations did not just arise in modal logic — they were independently
invented in computer science as an equivalence relation on process graphs. Park
[358] seems to have been the first author to have used bisimulations in this way.
The classic paper on the subject is Hennessy and Milner [225], the key reference for
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the Hennessy-Milner Theorem. The reader should be warned, however, that just as
the notion of bisimulation can be adapted to cover many different modal systems,
the notion of bisimulation can be adapted to cover many different concepts of pro-
cess — in fact, a survey of bisimulation in process algebra inthe early 1990s lists
over 155 variants of the notion [179]! Our definitions do not exclude bisimulations
between a model and itself (auto-bisimulations); the quotient of a model with re-
spect to its largest auto-bisimulation can be regarded as a minimal representation
of this model. The standard method for computing the largestauto-bisimulation is
the so-called Paige-Tarjan algorithm; see the contributions to Ponse, de Rijke and
Venema [364] for relevant pointers and surveys.

More recently, bisimulations have become fundamental in a third area, non-well
founded set theory. In such theories, the axiom of foundation is dropped, and sets
are allowed to be members of themselves. Sets are thought of as graphs, and two
sets are considered identical if and only if they are bisimilar. The classic source for
this approach is Aczel [2], who explicitly draws on ideas from process theory. A
recent text on the subject is Barwise and Moss [26], who link their work with the
modal tradition. For recent work on modal logic and non-wellfounded set theory,
see Baltag [19].

The name ‘m-saturation’ stems from Visser [443], but the notion is older: its first
occurrence in the literature seems to be in Fine [140] (underthe name ‘modally
saturated2 ’). The concept of a Hennessy-Milner class is from Goldblatt[185] and
Hollenberg [239]. Theorem 2.62, that equivalence of modelsimplies bisimilar-
ity between their ultrafilter extensions, is due to [239]. Chang and Keisler [89,
Chapters 4 and 6] is the classic reference for the ultraproduct construction; their
Chapters 2 and 5 also contain valuable material on saturatedmodels. Doets and
Van Benthem [120] give an intuitive explanation of the ultraproduct construction.

The results proved in this chapter are often analogs of standard results in first-
order model theory, with bisimulations replacing partial isomorphisms. The Keis-
ler-Shelah Theorem (see Chang and Keisler [89, Theorem 6.1.15]) states that two
models are elementarily equivalent iff they have isomorphic ultrapowers; a weak-
ened form, due to Doets and Van Benthem [120], replaces ‘isomorphic’ with ‘par-
tially isomorphic’. Theorem 2.74, which is due to De Rijke [109], is a modal ana-
log of this weakened characterization theorem. Proposition 2.31 is similar to char-
acterizations of logical equivalence for first-order logicdue to Ehrenfeucht [127]
and Fraı̈ssé [149]; in fact, bisimulations can be regardedas the modal cousins of the
model theoretic Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé games. We will return to the theme of analo-
gies between first-order and modal model theory in Section 7.6 when we prove a
Lindström theorem for modal logic. See De Rijke [109] and Sturm [418] for further
work on modal model theory; De Rijke and Sturm [113] provide global counter-
parts for the local definability results presented in Section 2.6. One can also charac-
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terize modal definability of model classes using ‘modal’ structural operations only,
i.e., bisimulations, disjoint unions and ultrafilter extensions, cf. Venema [437].

Sources for the use of simulations in refinement are Henzinger et al. [227] and
He Jifeng [252], and for their use in a database setting, consult Buneman et al. [74];
see De Rijke [106] for Theorem 2.78. The Safety Theorem 2.84 is due to Van
Benthem [47]. The text follows the original proof fairly closely; an alternative
proof has been given by Hollenberg [238], who also proves generalizations.

One final remark. Given the importance offinite model theory, the reader may
be surprised to find so little in this chapter on the topic. Butwe don’t neglect
finite model theory in this book: virtually all the results proved in Chapter 6 re-
volve around finite models and the way they are structured. That said, the topic
of finite modal model theory has received less attention frommodal logicians than
it deserves. In spite of Rosen’s [384] proof of the Van Benthem characterization
theorem for finite models, and in spite of work on modal 0-1 laws (Halpern and
Kapron [211], Goranko and Kapron [197], and Groveet al. [206, 205]), finite
modal model theory is clearly an area where interesting questions abound.


